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The role of maintenance and repair 
in the development 

of manufacturing industries 

This article considers maintenance and repair and 
the supply of spare parts in manufacturing industry 

with reference to the problems of developing countries. 
The subject is treated within the framework of a market 
economy with some degree of planning, which is the 
prevalent economic system in developing countries. 
The purpose of the article is: 

(a) To describe the role of maintenance and repair 
in economic development; 

(b) To review the situation in developing countries; 

(c) To highlight specific aspects of maintenance 
and repair activities that should be f iciucd at 
the national level ; 

(d) To outline some possible ways and means to 
improve or rationalize maintenance and repair 
in developing countries, with their specific 
problems taken into consideration. 

For the sake of simplifying ti c terminology, "main- 
tenance" will often be used in this article broadly to 
include also "repair", especially in such standard termi 
as "maintenance cost", "maintenance workers" instead 
of "maintenance and repair costs" etc. If, however, 
the context requires a clear distinction between "repair", 
meaning replacing or mending of parts after breakdown 
of equipment, and "maintenance", meaning the set 
of measures to keep plant and equipment in good 
operating condition in order to prevent breakdowns 
as far as possible, "maintenance" has been used with a 
qualifier, e.g. "preventive maintenance" or "main- 
tenance proper". 

CURRENT STATUS OI MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

One of the characteristics of developing countries is 
the great scarcity of capital. It should be expected, 
therefore, that capital goods in these countries will be 
maintained better than in industrially developed countries, 

which have a relative abundance or capital goods. 
Furthermore, the natural conditions in many developing 
countries call for special care of machinery and structures. 
A tropical climate and extremely high or low humidity 
pose particular maintenance problems unknown in 
temperate zones. 

Unfortunately, the actual situation is tar from what 
one could wish. For over a decade, experts have stressed 
the lack of proper maintenance and repair in developing 
countries. In 1958, Hirschman wrote in his Strategy of 
Economic Development : 

"This is perhaps one >>f the most characteristic failings 
of underdeveloped countries and one that is spread 
over the whole economic landscape. F.roding soils, 
stalled trucks, leaking roofs, prematurely run-down 
machines, unsafe bridges, ilogged-up irrigation ditches 
all testify to the same pervasive and paradoxical trait: 
tin- inadequate care for existing capital in capital-poor 
countries." • 

In the same year, the United  Nations Secretariat 
stated: 

"Because of inadequate maintenance, industry in many 
underdeveloped countries wirlers from an unduly high 
rate of depletion oi capital assets and a chronic waste 
of production capacity which eve« economically stronger 
countries could hardly afford.": 

The situation has hardly changed since 1958. The 
same complaints about m-glcct of maintenance and 
inadequacy of spare parts supply that were mule in 
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a upon of Unititi Nations uvhnic.il .I-.MM.UKY experts 

m IW reappear in .> eise study ot the steel industry 

in a developing countrv published in 1%'e4 So the 

I'tilted Nations Secretariat's plea tor urgent action 

inaile in I1'Ss is also relevant todav: 

" 1 he attention of ( loverntnonts and mdiisiiv.  is drawn 
t..  the  urgent  need  tor adopting  proper ni.iinieii.iiKe 
nietlnuls and practices, and to establish proper facilities 

tor training ot ni.iinten.niie personnel. 

Hie  lack or   proper  malmenarne  practices has serious 

consequences tor economic development. Possible losses 

m production and growth resulting troni, and possible 

gam-, forgone by. inadequate  maintenance and repair 

are the subject of the following -section. 

I'OSSIBtl   lOSSKS t\ VKOlltl.TION  AND 1*1*1» 

MISUTIM. IKOM POOR MAINTfNANt I   AM) RI-TAIK 

Dfitrtictwii of fijuipiiH'til 

1 he most eye-catching loss caused by poor main- 

tenance or inadequate repair is» the premature deteriora- 

tion or total destruction of productive capital. The 

report of the United Nations technical assistance experts 

cited above mentions numerous instances where equip- 

ment was allowed to deteriorate beyond repair and 

had to be replaced." Negligence m the maintenance 

oí buildings and structures can cause in addition to 

direct losses secondary damage to machinery that 

is inadequately protected. Since capital is scarce in 

developing countries, the importance ot the destruction 

ot" capital IN much greater than it would he in an in- 

dustrialized country. Thus, the marginal impact on 

growth is likewise greater. 

l*rodiuttoti /i».*.*« s 

1 Minoration or destruction of equipment leads to 

losses in production. These losses are twofold: i it) un- 

detected or unredressed wear and tear of machinery, 

or neglect ot "control devices, usually results in deteriora- 

tion oi product quality; lb) inadequate maintenance 

or incompétent repair causes frequent breakdowns ot 

machiuerv leading to disruptions in the production 

process. I hiring d> wntinvv when no productive 
•crviies are being rendered, wages ot idled labour and 

i .qui.,', • ost for idled equipment still have to be paid. 

I he   situation   is   aggravated   if  the   repair cannot   be 

•lulled Villous it"»S'ii "Some l'i-l-knis .1 liakistu.il 

M.in.iitenn-nt Uepnrie.1 In littiuu.il Assistimi I spells" , 

ÍPi./i,.HMÍi,a//.»/ .m,ì l'i.'.l" '   •!/)•/{»//. nu .V,'.-'. Manli, pp i.<    i~ 
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carried out or the spare parts cannot be delivered 

immediately. The economic penalty tor cessation ot 

operation is highest for continuous-process type in- 

dustries. I he t osi ii\ interruption to operations is lower 

tor fabrication or assembly ot disitele units. 

hitlimJ f.viYi'i/i/tir}') /I'.-X - 

Primary production losses caused b\ poor main- 

tenance and repair m one firm have negative ehYcts 

on firms that are customers ^( tins firm. It the quality 

of the intermediate good«, is poor, the quality »it the 

final products will also be poor unless the final manu- 

facturer carries out further processing. It the quality 

is so poor that the material cannot be used at all but 

is still passed on to the customer, the waste is even 

greater becuise of needless haulage by railways tir 

trucks.8 Again, it should be mentioned that the losses 

through waste impair economic growth and develop- 

ment relatively mote ut a developing country, where 

rt sources are particularly limited and the industrial 

sector is small, frequent breakdowns ot machinery, 

which reduce the output of a firm or lead to irregular 

deliveries, also affect the industry that is supplied by 

this firm. Here. too. disruptions in production mas 

become unavoidable. To reduce their dependency on 

unreliable suppliers and thus to keep their production rlow 

more regular, nunv firms customarily carry large 

stocks of intermediate pn »ducts. 1 his practice is normally 

unnecessary and ties up scarce capital unecoiiomuallv 

and hence wastes resources. 
Ihe construction industries provide particularly good 

examples of induced losses. Negligence in the main- 

tenance ot construction equipment causes delays in 

the completion of buildings and structures. In important 

industrial project« such delays will cause- new delays 

and inconveniences in the "interrelated" industries; 

the setback in the implementation ot the country s 

economic plan will be multiplied. 
Other induced losses occur because ot bottlenecks 

in the supply ot spare parts, which may arise it their 

import is restricted or if their shipment is impossible 

without lengthy delays." Hence, many firms try to 

hold an abnormal!) large sunk of spare parts, for the 

individual firm, this policy is absolutely reasonable; 

but for the over-all national economy, it means a 

waste of resources. This type ot loss might be avoided 

if the country revised it-, policy with respect to the 

stippK  ot spare parts. 

'Alum. I '»SN ) "Heiter VX, a\ t.. I i-mpju Your Plant's 
Maintenante I'r.utives". I.t,i,<ty \lm.lt;,,ihill,m>i AÍ.HMÍ. N.IIIK , 
Antliist. New York, p   l-to 

sit. loliiisnit. up. i it . p   1<> s 
'Ml "Soiiu' Problems of' Iintustri.il Management", lit- 

.ln>m,iln,i<h»i ,w,i l'i,>iliuiinty Hiili,ini \'<>. J. pp .is    in 



Ihs^lllH'd losSt'S 

It is well known that in many developing countries 
installed capacities are underutilized.10 It is less well 
known that excess capacity quite often disguises in- 
adéquate maintenance, at least temporarily. The break- 
down of a poorly kept machine need not disrupt the 
firms production process: a switchover to idle equip- 
ment is a frequently used device to keep production 
going. Only if the practice of poor maintenance and 
incompetent repair is continued for some tunc will 
deterioration and frequent breakdowns or the whole 
set of equipment become apparent. 

The cannihalization of machino also belongs to tin- 
category o( losses disguised by excess capacity: parts 
are stripped from idle machines to obtain the spares 
needed for broken machinery. This is only a temporär) 
solution to the problem ot obtaining spue parts. I he 
basic issue is the failure of the (knernment to adopt a 
development policy that provides (or an adequate 
supply of spare parts. As a consequence, the single 
firm makes uneconomic investment decisions. 

IX'tenoratton and delays in delivery can be disguised 
in a seller's market. Prtnlucers are always able to dispose 
of poor-quality products when there is a serious shortage 
of supply. The situation is not unfamiliar to developing 
countries where tauft«, or quotas bar the import ot 
competing goods. Poor performance is particularly well 
disguised if the product allocation is no longer left to 
the market forces of supply and demand, but is replaced 
by an administrative distribution system that forces 
consumers to purchase from firms not necessarily ot 
their own choosing." Here, consumers hase to accept 
whatever quality is made available at whatever time. 

Forviati i'xcham¡t' Lust's ami damage to goodwill 

The developing countries generally have to import 
most of their industrial capital equipment and most 
of the spare parts to maintain this equipment. In- 
adequacy of maintenance makes it necessary to replace 
parts excessively often, sometimes even to exchange 
the whole machine before it reaches its normal service 
life. This implies an unnecessary loss in foreign ex- 
change ; it is an absurd situation in countries that suffer 
notoriously from severe shortages of hard currencies. 

Possible losses on the export side should not be 
overlooked either. Poor-quality products and lengthy 
tunes of deliver v will not win customers in export 
markets. Once buyers realize that quality has deteri- 
orated, future exports may be jeopardized. The "MADE 
IN . . ." mark of origin may lose its attraction, and 
the loss of confidence  may not be confined  to  the 

i" Cf. National Council ot Applied economic Research 
(1%0) Undvr-ulHi:,ilion ol• Imlustrutl ('.¿parity. Neu Delhi, esp. 
p. 44   49. 

" Cf. Johnson, op. tit . pp. ISM. I(i2. 

actual low-quality product -it m.iv well .trivet other 
exports ot the country. The loss ot prestigi' in iv 
become so serious that not even expensive marketing 
campaigns abroad or partii ipition in uucniation.il trade 
tans will tullv restore it. 

AN   OI'tlMAl    AI'I'KOAC II   IO   MAlMINANCf    AM»   RM'AIK 

A(  I IVI I HA IN   UIAHIIPIM, I Ol NIHII-S1- 

/'/ii   ¡iiliiwim   of  tin   inMfst fiih   on  tin   n'mhnitttiou ot 
ilutihility ami iinwihiuviic oiiihtyf 

Maintenance and repair costs can be conceived as 
outlays aimed at extending the service lite ot the equip- 
ment that 01 cur only after the equipment has been 
installed ,Wi\ has begun to operate. Spending on main- 
tenance is one way to extend the service lite tile 
"longevity" of capital goods The other way is to 
spend on higher quality at the time ot purchase ot 
the capital good so that it is less prone to wear and tear. 
Longevity outlays can thus be broke» down, as sug- 
gested by Blitz.1* into durability outlays and main- 
tenance outlays. Both are interrelated and should he 
considered together. 

Durability outlays are made for the built-in. enduring 
quality of a capital goo.l. The price ot higher durability 
can be compared with the cost ot maintenance ot 
initially less durable equipment that can only reaeli 
the same longevity it it receives better care and it 
parts are changed more often. It should be pointed 
out that the variations in durability are assumed tor 
equipment having the same operating characteristics.14 

Whereas greater durability can be reached by dispensing 
with accuracy of operation, speed, versatility, com- 
plicated control devices of a machine in short, by 
simpler construction and hence at a cheaper price the 
operating characteristics of the machine will be altered. 
On the other hand, greater durability for equipment 
of the same kind is possible only by making it more 
expensive: by choosing better materials, a costlier 
construction, by assembling the parts more carefully 
and inspecting the work more often and more thor- 
oughly. Thus, greater durability has its price. 

To get a certain desired longevity ot equipment, a 
firm can spend more on durability and less on 
maintenance, or vice versa. Generally a mix of both 
durability and maintenance outlays is needed. In an 

'' A graphical presentation is given in the appendix. 
!' Rudolph C. Uluz (1%8) "Capital Longevity and hconoinu 

Development", 77ie Anirrican litonomi, Rivntr, Vol. 4M, No. V 
June, pp. 313ft"; Rudolph ('. »lit? (WH) ••Maintenante Cists 
and lxoiionuc Development". 7h• Jomn.il ol I'olituol !.,tmomy, 
Vol. (>7, pp. r»f>( » rt. (In the following und as: AIR, resp. Jl'l ) 
Hie discussion in this paragraph has hcneiitcd partit ul.irl\ 
from this author 

lU.f. W. Paul Strassminn (¡l*>Ni 7<oW/.n'i<ii C7i.m<;i' MHI 

licomink /Vivi«/»»«-'". Cimeli Université Press. Ith.it a. N Y . 
pp. I'JSrt". 
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extreme case, longevity can be obtained by spending 
only on durability, without .«ny maintenance.1* On the 
other hand, it is not possible to achieve longevity by 
maintenance onlv; some ilurabilitv outlay is always 
required. 

Mit? draws an analogy to the factors determining 
the lifespan ot a human being: 

"This initial durable endowment is to be conceived as 
similar to the innate physical endowment ot a human 
being; on the other hand, maintenance expenditures 
are analogous to subsequent efforts of doctors to extend 
longevity."Ih 

Within the above-mentioned limits, which are im- 
posed by technical constraints, a substitution of main- 
tenance outlays for durability outlays is possible, For 
every investment the optimal combination ot both 
kinds of outlays is to be defined. The optimal com- 
bination is that which, for any assumiti longevity. 
minimizes the tot.'l cost ot longevity. 

Durability outlays occur at the time of the initial 
investment, maintenance outlays only in the future. 
To compare both, the future costs ot'maintenance hive 
to be discounted to the present, using the given rate 
of interest. The level ot the interest rate will influence 
the present value of the maintenance costs occurring 
in the future. Discounted at a higher (lower) interest 
rate, the present value ot future costs will be lower 
(higher) In other words: the amount of monev to be 
put out at interest now to accumulate a given sum at 
a future date can be lower if the interest rate is high; 
it has tc be higher it the interest rate is low. 

Assume two countries, one having a low. the other 
a high interest rate. The equipment invested, the 
maintenance techniques and the tutine price ot a 
"maintenance unit" (labour plus materials) are assumed 
to be identical in both countries. The same technical 
combination ot durability and maintenance contains, 
in the high-interest country, a lower present value of 
future maintenance outlays. That is, the present sum 
of money that is necessary for maintenance outlays 
in the future is lower because ;hc interest late is high, 
I he same longevity can be reached, in the high-interest 
country, at a lower present cost. 

A technical combination ot durability and main- 
tenance that results in minimal total outlays for a 
given longevity m a low-interest country is, however, 
not the optimal policy for a high-interest country 
with its different conditions. Since in the latter country 
"maintenance" is cheaper than "durability", economie 
rationality requires that more maintenance and less 
durability  be  bought than  is optimal   in   the former 

|v I lus is possible ululi the i.ipttal goods are buildings rte 
lor example moie expensive lonstriu tion material is used 
th.it need not Iv painted instead ot .1 ilic.tper material th.it has 
in he painted penodn.ilh to rea. h the sink' longevity. 

1« »lit,'. //'/ . p if.I 

country. The minimal-cost combination of durability 
and maintenance for any given longevity is thus, in 
the high-interest country, not only at a lower level 
of total (present) costs than in the low-interest country 
(price effect), but it reflects also another combination 
o( the two cost ingredients: more will be spent on 
maintenance and less on durability, compared with 
the low-interest country (substitution effect). 

Hence follows the first recommendation for an 
optimal policy: other things being equal, the country 
with a higher interest rate should spend more on 
maintenance and less on built-in durability to obtain 
a given longevity than the country where capital is 
available at a cheaper rate. 

77«   influence ('/ the intens! raw 011 the longevity (Itoseli 

So far the analysis has been based on the assumption 
that the longevity of the equipment was given, and 
the question was which mix of durability and main- 
tenance would be optimal to obtain this longevity. 
The question now is which longevity will be chosen. 
The decision, again, is influenced by the prevailing 
interest rate. 

To determine the optimal longevity of equipment 
when the investment decisimi is made, two factors 
have to be taken irto con ¡deration. One is the cost 
ot additional longevity, the other is the "savings" 
that result from postponing the capital replacements 
in the future.17 

It a machine of higher longevity is chosen for initial 
investment, there will be an increment in cost, but 
the next and all successive replacements can be postponed 
by the increment in lifetime. Postponing all future 
replacements brings about a stream of "savings". These 
savings may be considered a capital gam. or a marginal 
revenue ot increased longevity. The present value of 
this stream of future savings can be determined by 
discounting it at the prevailing interest rate. 

1 he capitalized value of the savings has to be compared 
with the increment in cost caused by the greater longev- 
ity. It is economical to choose a higher longevity and 
thus to increase the total cost of longevity—as long as 
the marginal revenue of longevity is greater than the 
marginal cost of longevity. The optimum is reached 
when the capitalized value of the stream of savings 
equals the increment in cost for higher longevity. At 
this point the sum ot the cost of the initial investment 
and the discounted values of all future leplacentents 
is a minimum.1 N 

The interest rate has .1 decisive influence on this 
computation. The present value of the stream of future 
savings will be less it it is discounted at a higher interest 

>• t !   Mit/. At.K. pp. 314rt.. Stratsiii.mil. op. eit . pp. 195H 
,s lor .1 111.1the111.1tK.il treatment «r Fred M Westtìeld 

ifiM) "A M.ithem.MH.il Note on Optimum Imigevits". 7hi 
.-tmrríi.iii l',,m,<mu  We: icie. Vol. 4H, No,   >, |utlc, pp. ,»29    .V32. 
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rate, li tlio livings .no smaller, the increment in cost 
oi longevity has to be smaller, tint. Hence, the optimal 
longevity will be shorter if the interest rate is higher. 
Other things being iqual. the optimal choice of capital 
longevity in the country with a high interest rate would 
thus be a lower capital longevity comparili with the 
country with a low interest rate. 

'/'/«• comhtiitd (//(if .)/ tin1 tiihrtst rair <>M the lari .»«/ 
strufiim of longevity 

In the two preceding sections, the effects of differences 
ill the interest rates were analysed separately. Now 
the combination of the effects is examined. 

The longevity impact or a higher interest rate is a 
combination of the effects on the level and on the 
structure oi the longevity of equipment. The effect 
on the structure of longevity (the mix of durability 
and maintenance) always has an unequivocal direction. 
towards more maintenance. The effect on the level 
of longevity (i.e. the longevity chosen) consists of a 
direct tendency toward« shorter lifetimes of capital 
goods combined with an indirect effect via the substitu- 
tion of mamtenaiiie for durability. The indirect eftvt 
works in the opposite direction: it lowers the total 
cost of longevity and therefore curb« the tendency 
towards a shorter lifetime. The change in direction 
of the level of longevity is. therefiwc, not determinable 
on a priori grounds. It is likely that the direct incentive 
to shorten longevity will not be counteracted entirely 
by the above-mentioned indirect effect. This is assumed 
because all savings incur in the future, and therefore 
tin- interest rate affects the total savings. As for the 
cost aspect, only part of the longevity mix. namely, 
expenditure on maintenance, occurs in the future. 
Thus, the higher interest rate affects only part of the 
COM side, and the impact on the savings side should 
be greater. The higher the share of maintenance costs 
in the total longevity costs, the less the longevity will 
be reduced by the impact of a high interest rate. 

Other things being equal, the country with a high 
interest rate should tend to reduce the longe vit) of 
its capital goods. However, if the country can rely 
heavily on maintenance (and less on built-in durability) 
in order to obtain a desired longevity, the optimal 
policy would be to rcaliie this substitution as far as 
possible; then longevity will not be reduced very 
much—in an extreme case, it may remain almost 
unaltered. 

¡In vfficts 0/dijfmnos m tht way tate 

Up to this point, the analysis has been concerned 
with the isolated effect of differences in the interest 
rate, resulting in differences in the present (discounted) 
value oi future costs and revenues. It was assumed 
that the technical composition of a "maintenance unit" 
as well as the future price of such a unit were identical 

regardless of whether the » mntrics had lugli oi   low 
interest rates. Tins assumption is now dropped. 

Differences in the interest rate between two coun- 
tries excluding distortions of the market forces In 
political interventions reflect differences m the factor 
endowments in these countries. A high interest rati 
indicates a relative scarcity, a low interest rate, a relative 
abundance of labour, and vice versa. That is why a 
country with a relatively high interest rate may also 
have a relatively low wage rate, and a country with 
a relatively low interest rate will have a relatively high 
wage rate. 

Differences in the wage rate influence the (future) 
value of maintenance costs. If the same techniques for 
maintenance am) repair are applied in both the high- 
wage and the low-wage countries, the maintenance 
wage per hour, and therefore the total cost of main- 
tenance, will be less in the low-wage country. 

Maintenance and repair costs are composed not only 
of wage outlays but also of outlays for spare parts, 
tools, materials, mechanical aids. To a certain degree 
a substitution between labour and capital is possible. 
Maintenance work can he done with more or with 
less mechanical aid; repair may be more labour-intensive 
or less labour-intensive depending upon whether a 
broken part or a whole aggregate is replaced by a new 
one or fixed again. If the price of maintenance capital 
is the same in both countries, economic rationality 
should induce the low-wage country to substitute 
labour tor capital m maintenance and repair activities, 
especially if the pnce of maintenance capital in the 
low-wage country is higher. In the ideal case, this 
substitution will take place until the marginal costs 
of labour and capital are equal to one another and to 
their marginal products. The substitution of cheaper 
maintenance labour for maintenance capital will result 
in an even greater reduction of total (future) main- 
tenance costs. 

In the low-wage, high-interest country, the same 
longevity can be obtained at a considerably lover 
(discounted) cost than in the high-wage, low-interest 
country; or, by spending the same amount, the former 
country can obtain a higher longevity than the latter 
country. In other words, a reduction in the total cost 
of longevity induced by the high interest rate is possible 
'vitnout reducing longevity and may even extend it. 

The conclusion drawn in the previous section ought 
to be modified now, with the influence of wage dif- 
ferentials taken into account. The combined effect of 
a high interest rate and a low wage rate will nuke it 
economically optimal for the country to choose a 
greater capital longevity than the low-interest, high- 
wage country. The higher longevity should he achieved 
by substituting maintenance for durability and, m 
addition, by choosing labour-intensive maintenance 
techniques.  On  the  other   hand,   the  optimal  policy 

5«) 



Table i 

COMPARATIVI    «'»St    HATA   ON   »II'RHIATION    ANI)   MAIN ri.NANCI:   IO»   A   NITROCKN   II Mill l/.l R   l'I / NT   WITH   Al TKRNAT1VI 
UFI USUS Ol   1(1 ANI!  15 VI ARS, UNITITI STATES AND ClNTRAI   A M IRK A 

( l'housauds of / 'S dollars per year per «'»ir million dollars o) iiiivstmenl in the l'nited States) 

( nited Suiti 

Ttn 
years 

Depreciation  !<*** 
Maintenance and repair  4<> 

Labour      2(1 
Sparc Parts      20 

Total 140 

»l'.> c< iura! Amerita 

.Siimi- Iteli niques in ( ¡miter ri latiré use 
m.WIttlhltttl and rtpair i>/ labour in 
•is in the t nited Slatti malmenanti and repair 
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Sui HI i : Unitili Nations (1959) "Problems of Size of Plant in Industry in Underdeveloped Countries", Industrialization and Pro- 
ductivity Uiilletin So. 2. p. 22 (Sales No. : 59.II, B 1). 

for a country with a low interest rate ami a high wage 
rate will be to choose equipment of less longevity, to 
spemi more on built-in durability than on maintenance, 
and to apply capital-intensive maintenance techniques. 

The effects ofdifferences in the price of capital ootids 

If the capital goods that two countries invest and 
some of the "maintenance capital" (e. g. spare parts) 
that is used in both are produced in only one of the 
countries namely, the low-interest, high-wage country, 
the price of these capital goods is likely ro be higher 
in the other country, which has to import these goods. 
Transport cost and customs duties will raise the price. 
It has already been pointed out that a higher price of 
maintenance capital will reinforce the already existing 
tendency in the high-interest, low-wage country to 
substitute maintenance labour for maintenance capital. 
A higher price level will also make the (initial) capital 
expenditure on built-in durability less attractive. 

The combined impact of differences in interest rates. wages 
and prices of capital goods 

The combined impact of differences in interest rates, 
wages and prices of capital goods between two coun- 
tries can now be summarized. Country A has a relatively 
low interest rate, a high wage rate and low prices for 
capital goods; country 1) has a relatively high interest 
rate, a low wage rate, and high prices for capital goods. 
Under these assumptions it is optimal for corniti) A to 
invest m capital goods with a short lifetime, to obtain 
the chosen longevitv bv spending more on built-in 
durability .nul less on maintenance, and to carrv out 
the indispensable maintenance and repair work by 
capital-intensive methods. The optimal policv for 
country II would  be  to choose capital goods with  a 

long service life, to obtain this longevity by spending 
less on built-in durability and more on maintenance, 
and rely for the maintenance and repair activities on 
labour-intensive techniques. 

The preceding analysis can be illustrated by a nu- 
merical example computed by the United Nations 
Bureau of Economic Affairs (see table 1). The example 
compares the average yearly costs of depreciation and 
maintenance for a nitrogen fertilizer plant in the United 
States and in Central America. Alternative lifetimes 
of 10 and 13 years are assumed in both regions. The 
computation does not take into account différences 
in interest rates but gives due weight to differences in 
wages and prices 19 

It is assumed that the extension of longevity of the 
fertilizer plants can be achieved by increasing the 
outlays for maintenance and repair. According to the 
practice in the United States, maintenance costs are 
divided equally between labour cost and outlays tor 
spare parts. Plant equipment and spare parts are pro- 
duced only in the United States and have to be imported 
to (kntral America. This raises their costs in Central 
America to 135 per cent of the cost in the United 
States. On the other hand, labour cost in Central 
America is estimated at 40 per cent of the labour cost 
in the United States. 

It appears that the shorter lifetime of ten years is 
most economical in the United States, whereas in 
Central America the extension of longevity to fifteen 
years is the  economically rational choice, even if the 

,¡> lor another example see United Nations (1961) "Use ot 
Industrial lapiipment in Underdeveloped Countries: Problems 
of Maintenance, Repairs, Replacement and Obsolescence", 
lndusiriali:aiion and Productivity ttiilletin So. 4. pp. 33 3i> 
(Sales No.: Ml.II.B.2). 
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same techniques in maintenance ami repair were 
applied as in the United States. ( Vntral America coukl 
even gain a higher cost advantage from the extension 
of longevity to fifteen years, if more labour were 
used in maintenance. According to the example, the 
optimum is reached in Central America when the 
substitution hits the point where the costs of labour 
and spare parts are equal. It may be added that the 
cost of longevity in absolute terms is lower in the 
United States even if a lifetime of fifteen years is chosen ; 
Central America achieves a relative cost advantage only 
by extending the service life of the capital good. 

Empirical evidence shows that the theoretical model 
presented here may fairly well be applied to main- 
tenance and longevity decisions in the United States 
as compared with industrialized Europe. There is 
enough evidence, indeed, that the United States, which 
has had a high wage rate and a low interest rate since 
1945, has been acting according to the principles 
arrived at in the preceding theoretical analysis. It is 
well-known that in the United States, equipment is 
designed so that it will be easy to service. Parts and 
units arc exchanged rather than repaired; repairs and 
replacement of parts are executed with a maximum 
of mechanical aid. All this is done to avoid the high 
costs of labour-intensive maintenance and repair. 

In industrialized Europe in the post-war period, 
wages were lower than they were in the United States and 
interest rates higher. Labour-intensive maintenance and 
repair were of much greater importance than they were 
in the United States. 

There is not much reliable information on the 
longevity of capital goods. In the United States, many 
"durable" consumer goods can be bought cheaply and 
are disposable after a short service life. Theie are some 
indications that the longevity of capital goods in 
general is lower in the United States than in Europe 
and that it is declining with time in all industrialized 
countries.-0 

The model may be applied particularly well to 
industrialized countries on the one hand, and to develop- 
ing countries on the other. Generally, the developing 
countries have high interest rates and low wage rates 
and the prices of capital goods are high, compared 
with those in industrialized countries. However, some 
modifications have to be introduced that take the speci fit- 
conditions of developing countries fully into account. 

THE KFFECT OF THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY 

OF AVAILABLE LABOUR 

So far it has been assumed that the quality of labour 
available in a country is homogeneous and thus the 

single "labour units" (man-hours) ire interchannc.iHe. 
In reality, however, this is not the ease, and the ¡input 
of this tact on the model must be considered. 

Generally, an abundance of aggregate labour exists 
in developing countries, but skilled labour is usually 
scarce. Consequently, unskilled labour is cheap wink 
the wages of the skilled workers are high, in some 
instances even extremely high compared with the wage 
structure in industrialized countries. Sime most of the 
maintenance and repair activities require skilled or 
even highly skilled workers, the cost of labour-intensive 
maintenance and repair may be extremely high in the 
developing countries, too. The actual situation in the 
developing countries requires that a differentiation be 
made between short-run and long-run solutions as 
well as between developing countries. 

For the purposes of this article, developing countries 
can be divided into two groups:-• 

(a) Type I—traditionally purely agrarian countries 
that are now taking the first steps towards 
industrialization, have only a pttor tradition in 
handicrafts and are not familiar with even 
the simpler modern technologies; 

(b) Type 2—countries that have already a certain 
industrial tradition, can dispose of a catire of" 
industrially trained workers and in addition 
have a considerable number of craftsmen familiar 
with the basic techniques of working metal 
and wood. 

Countries of type ! 

What is the optimum short-run polity for countries 
of type I, where skilled maintenance workers arc 
exceedingly scarce? The most obvious solution would 
be to choose projects that do not require maintenance 
and repair because they have enough built-in durability 
to reach a certain longevity. However, this is possible 
only for a very restricted category of projects, such 
as buildings, roads, or bridges. All kinds of machinery 
with moving parts need a certain amount of main- 
tenance.2- Hence, other solutions must be found. 

In the short run, these countries have to employ 
foreign specialists for practically all maintenance ami 
repair work for complicated industrial devices. These 
specialists receive an even higher rémunération than 
they do in their home countries. All investment goods 
and maintenance equipment, too, have to be importiti 
from industrialized countries and hence will be more 
expensive than in the exporting countries. In this 
situation the factor-price relationship will not induce 
substitution of maintenance labour for maintenance 
capital,  nor in  general,  of maintenante outlays  for 

2» CI". Blitz AER, pp. 326-7; Ulitz //>/;, pp. 562-4; L. Rustas 
(1948) Comparative Proáuttivity in British and Ameritan Industry, 
New York. 

21 Under certain circumstances, dus distinction may reflect 
two stages of development. 

«Cf. Hirschnun, op. tit., pp. 141-2; Ulitz AIM, p   Í24. 
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durability outlays. The only influencing factor will be 
the higher interest rate inducing a substitution of 
(future) maintenance outlays for (present) durability 
outlays, and, eventually, a slight shortening of the 
lifetime of equipment. If, however—as is usual in the 
early stage of industrialization—very favourable credit 
conditions are offered for the initial investment, the 
burden of durability outlays will be reduced, and 
hence the effect of the interest rate will be moderated 
or totally equalized. 

Under these conditions, the optimum short-run policy 
for a country of type I would be to choose the same 
production technique as an industrialized country short 
of skilled labour: i.e. to rely less on maintenance and 
more on durability and to extend the lifetime of the 
equipment only to the point that is optimal in developed 
countries. If there is a choice between two types of 
equipment, one requiring highly specialized production 
workers but less skill in maintenance and repair (simple 
machinery), the other requiring semi-skilled workers 
in production but highly skilled maintenance workers 
(sophisticated equipment), the decision should be in 
favour of the second type of equipment (the optimal 
choice also in the industrialized country). This is so 
because maintenance workers have to be "imported" 
anyway—for both types of equipment. The differences 
in wages for these specialized foreign workers are only 
"marginal"; so it is economically rational to employ 
them in maintenance activities where professional skill 
requirements are highest. Semi-skilled production 
workers, on the other hand, can be trained in a relatively 
short time; hence, foreign assistance is needed here 
only in the first stages of industrialization. 

When policy is considered in terms of the long run, 
the dynamic effects of economic development come 
into play. Within the context of the theoretical model, 
the most important effect of economic growth is the 
development of manpower skills. Countries in the 
early stages of industrialization do not command a 
labour force whose skills are comparable to those of 
workers in industrialized countries, and optimal policy 
in the short run has to follow the pattern of investment 
as if there was no abundance of labour. Optimal policy 
in the long run has to develop a highly skilled labour 
force because this is the only way in which a country 
in the early stages of development can reach eventually 
the point of substituting abundant skilled—labour for 
scarce capital, i.e. it profits from its natural comparative 
advantage by using its cheaper {abundant) factor of 
production. 

The type of training offered is closely related to the 
type of industry chosen. Whether u is easier to tram 
people tor production rather than tor maintenante is 
debatable; experts liavi expressed opinions on both 
sules I Itisi Innati, tor example, tonsilitis preventive 
inaimeli.nu e   (noi   repair)   an   administrative    pro» ess 

"intrinsically harder to master than production jobs".-' 
Consequently, it presents a particular problem in the 
early stages of industrialization. Hirschman states: 

"Any production activity has these three assets: the 
target is clear-cut, we know it can be reached, and 
success in doing so is subject to an objective test. . . 
The basic difficulty about maintenance of capital as 
opposed to operation on the one hand and repair i i 
the other is that it is prevetttivf activity which must 
be performed at fairly long intervals that are neither 
known with precision nor signaled by the capital 
itself. . . For maintenance to be effective, people must 
he similarly made to act «« though it had to be undertaken 
at precise intervals, suppressing their better kn<v -ledge 
that défaillent by a day, a week, or a month may 
not matter; they must organize this fiction, submit to 
it, and set up a signaling system to enforce it. In other 
words, maintenance is predominantly an administrative 
process if we so define an activity whose performance 
is not directly invited or compelled by the production 
process or the product itself, and as such it requires an 
especially high degree of organizational ability."2* 
The opposite opinion is expressed by an American 

steei engine .r: 

"Lack of experienced and technically skilled workers 
can best be offset by using methods and processes in 
which the operations requiring skill ate entrusted to 
machinery to the greatest possible extent. Skill in 
maintenante, mechanical and electrical work seems to 
be more easily found or developed than that required 
for complicated manual operations such, for example, 
as in sheet or finplate rolling."'5 

Perhaps it is not possible to make a generally valid 
statement deciding a ptum that maintenance skills or 
production skills are easier to transmit. The different 
cultural backgrounds of the developing countries may 
partly induce the different attitudes of labour towards 
a certain job. The general underevaluatioti of main- 
tenance activities is most likely, however, to affect the 
professional status of the repair-and-mamtenance man 
negatively; hence, it may be difficult to recruit candidates 
tor maintenance training. 

The type of industry best fitted for vocational training 
in maintenance skills in developing countries depends 
to some extent on the "weakest" point in skill de- 
ficiencies, which in turn depends on the degtec of 
industrialization already reached. In the very early 
stages of development, manual abilities as well as a 
"maintenant • habit" are lacking. 

The generally accepted expert opinion seems to be 

"' Hirsthjii.ni, op ut., p  154 

-'•> Irmi., pp. IS4 .nut 141 
;s Mt'iilutn   A    Hasen   (l(*Ml   "Selcinoli   of   Htci'lmakittg 

Prot esso .imi .ii"l m jtiuns tor Integrated Iron and Steel Works", 
4 Sfiirfi ,if f/i< h,<n ¡imi Silfi hiéotty IH /..»IH Amvrùa. Voi II, 

p (Sii (ned In Strassnuiin. op ut. p 3H, United Nations 
t'iiblh.itimi iX.des N..    t"»S4 II (,  \ , Voi.II.i. 
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that maintenance habits are the most difficult to promote. 
Some experts therefore give preference to industries 
having the highest "educational" effect. Hirsch man, for 
example, recommends that developing countries con- 
centrate on new ventures with a complicated technology 
(preferably machine-paced, process-centred) thatcompcls 
maintenance : 

". . . industries and proces.es where lack of maintenance 
carries stir! penalties in the form of serious breakdowns 
and accident* instead of simply leading to a slow de- 
terioration in the quality and quantity of output or to 
brief outages of single machines that do not disrupt 
the whole production schedule."* 

According to Hirschman, "simple" industries present 
too many "latitudes", too much tolerance of poor 
performance in maintenance. 

Hirschman's propositions imply that the capital- and 
maintenance-intensive ventures chosen at the early 
stages of industrialization should not only be continued 
but should even be expanded during the following 
stages. This, however, raises the question of the avail- 
ability of capital. The United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs, for example, pointed 
out that the proposal is "generally too expensive in 
terms of capital and skilled labour to be introduced 
on a mass scale".37 The cost argument is indeed fun- 
damental. The limited access to foreign capital has 
actually induced most developing countries to pursue 
more modest industrial projects as well. This may 
provide additional opportunities for trained workers 
to acquire professional skills and to be trained to adopt 
maintenance habits—"breakdown maintenance" in the 
case of simpler technical equipment. 

Repair after breakdown is said to have the same 
psychological assets as production activity : success or 
failure in performance is immediately apparent.28 

Moreovet, "breakdown maintenance", or "replacement 
at failure", is by no means an interior way of maintaining 
equipment. It may be cost-saving if the cost of down- 
times is smaller than the cost of preventive maintenance. 
It is the optimal policy for all equipment with a failure 
rate that is independent of age or decreases with age, 
whether or not replacement cost is higher after failure 
than before. Investigations have shown that a wide 
variety of equipment falls into this category. ^ Examples 
include power hand tools, ball bearings, electric mot >r 
centrifugal switches, linotype machines, an toma tic 
calculating maci tines, bus motors (subsequent to the 
second major overhaul), most electronic components etc. 

i* Op. ut., p. 142. 
;' "Use of Industrial Equipment in Under-developed ('nun- 

tries", InéustriaHiitthm and Productivity Btdhiin So. 4, p. 31. 
:a Hirschman, up, cit., p. 1S4. 
2» i>. W. Jorgens.i. J, J, McCal!, R, Radtwr (1W.7) Optimal 

ReplMttmnt A»/iry, North-Holland Ihiblifhing l.'i.mpanv, 
Amsterdam, esp. pp 45 ft"., 71»   71, 132If., i46tl'., 1%rl 

The training of repairmen for "breakdown main- 
tenance" of simpler industrial equipment lia» nu 
advantage that it familiarizes workers with simple 
techniques and avoids the discouraging "latitudes' ami 
the high organizational requirements of presentivi 
maintenance.'0 This form of training appears to k 
particularly suitable for developing countries with 
very few skilled maintenance workers. The training of 
experienced repairmen for preventive maintenance 
would be the next step. The country would eventually 
reach the stage t pical for countries of type 2. 

Condirlo of type 2 

Countries of type 2 are better supplied with labour 
than the predominantly agrarian countries of type I. 
Countries of type 2 can already count on a cadre of 
workers familiar with maintaining and repairing 
simple, conventional equipment. In the short run, 
these countries may have to rely on foreign specialists 
for the servicing of some complicated modern industrial 
equipment, but these foreign specialists act mainly as 
advisers, training people rather than doing the job 
themselves for a long period. 

The problem of training in manual skills may be 
sol,jd satisfactorily and reasonably quickly, but the 
problem of developing a maintenance habit remains 
the pivotal point of long-term development efforts. 
As pointed out before, maintenance and repue • n<w 
valued highly in most developing countries, where 
not only the labour force but also management shows 
lack of interest in maintenance activities if not out- 
right hostility to them. A change in the mentality »sf 
management is as important as the acquisition of 
maintenance and repair skills by the worker. The 
training of managers and the instruction of foremen 
("a necessary social stratum lacking in prcinditstrial 
societies"),*1 may be added to the catalogue of pre- 
conditions for raising the production factor (»f labour 
to a level comparable to that of industrialized countries. 

Once a maintenance habit has been formed, the 
developing countries in the long run should g.,m ,n 
advantage in maintenance and repair costs compared 
with the industrialized countries.'' Although the 
training and upgrading of maintenante workers as well 
as a greater awareness of the maintenance problem 
will eventually cause wages to rise, maintenance labour 
is likely to remain cheaper than in industrialized coun- 
tries. On the other hand, capital, which is not only 
needed in real assets but also for education and training, 
will continue to be scarce; therefore, the interest rate 
w.'l tend to be higher than in the already industrialized 
countries. 

"'"UH- of Industrial F.quipm.-iit in Under-developed Coun- 
tries' , MN>'frMft><M.'i>n mi htiductwiiy HulUim \o. 4, p. 4V 

11 Stratu:uum, up ut., p. 273. 
« cf also Blitz, //»J:, pp «ill and Vi4tf 
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With regañí to the theoretical two-muiitrv model. 
it may he concluded that developing tountius ot type 2, 
especially in the long run. .in- adequately presented in 
the model of the low-wage, high-interest country. 
whereas, paradoxically, the model <>t the high-wage, 
low-interest eotiiitrv (normally 'he industrialized coun- 
try) is applicable for the short-run conditions ot loun- 
tries ot type I. 

Al.IFMNAiìVI.   ( Ito« IS   III   (AIM I Al    AMI   IKIINIQtIS   l\ 

lit.VHOI'lNi. < Ol M Kits 

Except tor a contiti» ot tvpc ! under short-run 
conditions, the tactor relationships in developing 
countries suggest as optimal policy, a "two-stage ' 
substitution ot labour tor capital: (I) spending less on 
durability than in industrialized economies, but extend- 
ing the lucutile of equipment by more intensive main- 
tenance and repair; and (2) relying on more labour- 
intensive methods ot maintenance and repair than i 
customary in developed countries. The applicability 
of this policy under present-day conditions may now 
be examined. 

i>i\»riv of durability of vquifmum 

The decision for greater or less built-in durability 
at the time the initial investment is mack' may be 
considered first. Enterprises in a developing country 
buy most of the investment goods from producers in 
industrialized countries. Naturally, this equipment is 
generally designed to meet the needs and requirements 
of firms in industrialized countries. In tltese eases, the 
developing countries have no choice between more 
durable or less durable capital gotnls. They have to 
accept equipment that is more suitable in industrially 
advanced countries. The only means to approach the 
desired optimum is to extend the longevity of equip- 
ment over a longer period than is customary in in- 
dustrialized economies by repairing installed plant and 
equipment when they would have been repined tn 
developed countries. 

The choice ot capital equipment is, however, not 
always restricted to such an extent. In particular, there 
are three ways in which developing coutures could 
obtain k*ss built-in durability ot eqttipmeti and hence 
a tower present cost of investment: 

Al) Stime ot the equipment supplied by developed 
countries has different degrees of btnlt-m 
durability and repairability, that is. requins 
more maintenance or less maintenance firms 
in industrialized countries make use of this 
choke, and so could the industrially less devel- 
oped countries. Sometimes changes in Main- 
tenance requirements entail changes in operating 
characteristics (machines inav be run at different 
speed* ett .). A* long as these changes do not 
impair  the  qiuli.v   ot   the  final  product,   ihev 

an' iinoh|ectionablc. 'Ihev  inav  sometimes suit 
the needs of developing economies even belter 
(smaller-stale     pioduction.    lower     speeds    ot 
output etc.) 

lb)    In   the   more   .ideami J   developing   i outlines 
(countries ot tvpc 2) where machinery is .dre.ulv 
prodiucd  local!*.,   foreign  piototvpc   machines 
may    be   redesigned    to   suit   lot al    materials, 
standards,  or  skills  ot   operators.   Maintenance 
and repair requirements inav also be redi signed." 
Initial cost* for durability i.m be reduced (but 
this   mean*   higher   maintenance    .siisi    repair 
msts)   bv   using   cheaper   materials,   a   simpler 
construction, tir by permitting less .iccuraev in 
assembling. 

(t)     A third way  to purchase less durability is to 
import second-hand equipment from  industri- 
alized countries. High-wage, low-interest coun- 
tries replace their equipment when the cost of 
maintenance and repair rises with the growing 
age of the equipment   At this point, it can still 
be economically used in developing  countries 
of type 2. which  have cheaper skilled  labour 
available for  maintenance. Provided   that the 
cost   ot   transportation   and  mounting   is  not 
excessive and that spare parts will be available, 
it pays tor a loss-wage, high-interest country 
to use second-hand machinery. 

Second-hand equipment  may be all the  more ad- 
vantageous it the equipment was replaced  in  the in- 
dustrialized country only because more modern equip- 
ment needing less maintenance had become available. 
In other worth, labour-displacing inventions can make 
replacement ot this machinery profitable in the high- 
wage  countries without doing so m the   low-wage 
countries; the latter may find it a bargain to buy these 
machines. 1 he problems involved in the use of second- 
hand   machinery  will   be  analysed nn»re  thoroughly 
later in this article. 

/In ^ilp^litt mtitistty of mmNhmma and npatr 

i ompcUcd by rising wage rates, firms in industrialized 
countries try to substitute capital for labour in pro- 
duction and maintenance as far a» possible. But the 
possibilities ot labour-saving operations in maintenance 
are more limited than in the manufacturing processes, 
where capital intensity can be pursued up to the point 
ot automation. Most maintenance and repair work 
can never be done on a large stale; it is nuire in the 
nature ot "made-tivorder" work MU\, theretWc, more 
lahour-mtciisivc. 

'•'l'I   («fratti K*rd tit »on it%4) tìmmik (IkiMce of Hummt 
¡aid I'hytk.tl I ,hhm m  i>,«ÌH<it<*»,  North-Holland   PuHiihitig 
l itiupanv. Aumentani. pp  SSrt. 
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t apital/lahour substitution in maintenance .uni repair 
tan be achieved in three ways: 

fii)    Auxiliary work  may he mechanized by  intro- 
ducing   mechanical   aids   tor    mounting    and 
demounting machines, handling of machine parts 
and m transport.i4 

(hj     I he labour content of repairs may be lowered 
by  adopting  a   policy ot  '"unrepairabilitv  and 
expendability" of components; the single broken 
part  is  not  identified,  removed,  repaired  ¿ña 
replaced, but a "package" of parts, or "'furtcMonal 
unit",   is   replaced   by   a   new   one.1'   By   this 
method  the  tune and  manpower  involved  in 
fault  identification   is  reduced,   and   handicraft 
repair (rcgrindmg. reconditioning, soldcrum etc.) 
is made unnecess.m. 

(i)     Economies or scale tan !*• realized In specialized 
»hops   tor  overhauls  of" mass-produced   goods, 
(e.g. truck engines). 

Illese   rather   limited   technological   possibilities   tit 
reducing the labour content v\ maintenance and repair 
work demonstrate that the odds are in favour of de- 
veloping countries of type 2, whets  wages of skilled 
workers are < omparuivcly low. These- countries may 
realize their comparative advantage by: 

(a) Avoiding all capital-intensive forms of main- 
tenance and repair; 

(b) Relying  on   more conventional   practices   for 
auxiliary work as well as repair work proper; 

(i)    Aiming at additional capital-saving methods of 
maintaining and restoring the proper functioning 
of the equipment. (This includes the identifi- 
cation   and   exact   localization   of the   broken 
component  so   that  the  number  of machine 
parts that have  to be exchanged  is minimal. 
Also,   the  reconditioning of parts   would   be 
preferable to  replacing  them  by  new   ones.) 

It may pay tor a low-wage country to produce at 
least some ot the spare parts itself instead of importing 
tliem. There is a definite advantage if local production 
ot spares is labour-intensive; the substitution of labour 
for capital would make the price of the spare parts 
attractive.'«1 Production of spare parts in industrialized 
countries   may,   however,   have   reached   a   point   of 
capital-intensity   and   large-scale   output   where   their 
price is lower than any price at which a low-wage 
country could produce them without economic losses. 

M Cf. Uriti* Productivity Council (1952) Plant Mtinhnmm, 
Report of a I hit to tkr U.S.A. in f*S2 of a Specialist Team on 
Pièni Maintenance, Loudon, December, pp. 46--49. 

" Cf. Anon. (I960) "Maintainability of equipment" in 
\h( ¡raw-Hill liiuycbpedia of Science ami Tvdmoloqy, Vol. H, 
Mctiraw-Hill, Now York, p. 75. 

'* U.f. alio: "Use of Industrial Equipment in Underdeveloped 
(ountries", li:Jnstrialitatioti and Ikoduclivity Bulletin No. 4, 
pp. 32, M¡. 

Import substitution for economic reason-, should  û,.-\\ 
be avoided. 

/ he Ihiltline-ol-fhiymciits dv/Jivf 

Shortages of toieign exchange have become common 
to .ill but a fortunate few of the developing countries 
regardless ot the degree of industrialization the\ mas 
have reached. These shortages place limits on all et o- 
nomic plans tor mtlustrial development. Import sub- 
stitution and export promotion have been popular 
recommendations tor improving the situation, whereas 
the maintenance and repair aspect has cnjovcd ninth less 
attention. Its influence on the balance of payments, 
however, is anything but negligible. 

It is evident that the premature destruction of equip- 
ment owing to poor or lack of anv maintenance 
causes the need tor replacement, and hence imports, 
to arise prematurely and this plates an unnecessary 
burden on the balance it payments. Hut there is more 
to maintenance and repair policy than this general 
aspect might suggest. I he decision on the type of 
equipment and the kind of maintenance applied will 
affect the amount and timing of imports as well. 

If the choice of machinery follows the pattern of 
industrialized countries, i.e. if machines are chosen with 
high built-in durability requiring relatively little, but 
capital-intensive, maintenance, the burilen on Un- 
balance ot payments will be- heaviest. It means choosing 
a high import value when the iirtial investment is 
made, high expenditure on spare parts ami other 
"maintenance capital", and finally, high replacement 
outlays after a short time. 

An investment aimed at reducing production costs 
and saving foreign exchange and basiti on the developing 
country's factor endowments would be determined 
by the following considerations : 

(a) Expenditure on the initial investment as well 
as on later replacements can be cut down by 
choosing equipment of less built-in durability, 
whether new or second-hand. 

(b) The period between the necessary replacements 
can be prolonged by attaching more importance 
to maintenance and repair, thereby increasing 
the longevity of equipment. The number of 
replacements within a certain period ;. reduced, 
and so is the total amount of requisite foreign 
exchange. 

{()    The foreign exchange content of maintenance 
and repair outlays can be reduced by relying 
on   labour-intensive   maintenance   and   repair 
methods and by pursuing a policy ot import 
substitution for spare parts. 

At first sight, the highest savings in foreign exchange 
would seem to follow from the domestic production 
of the equipment itself.  In  this case, however,  raw 
materials and components must often be imported all 
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Table 2 

Sl( ON1MIANI) I   IIII'MINT AS I'll« I MAI,!  Ol  TOtAI   11X11) ASM IS IN JAPANIsl  INDI STHY, MY s|/l  Ol  UHM 

Nice oí linn /•iTfi'Hfil^r o 1 SCCOnd-haild vtpupmi ill 

fmimlier ('/ 

i'Hi;i/ii)'< i •> ) /'/•;•/ /</v /'/*. /'H7 I'm 

4         V 4K.H 40.2 34.3 n. a. n. a. 
1(1       \<> 44.1 40. S 29.9 n. a. n. a. 

2o    2') 39.5 34.3 28.7 n. a. n. a. 
30     4<) 35.(1 28.9 26.1 26.8 26.5 
5(1     W 31.5 22.0 22.3 21.9 20.9 

UK)   1W 23.0 lfi.3 I6.K 14.5 13.8 

2(Ki   2W 15.2 9.1 9.9 •A3 10.0 
300   4M'> 13.9 10.1 9,1 7.4 7.6 
5O0   W) 11.2 5.2 4.2 4.6 6.3 

over 1,000 4.6 4.1 4.9 3.3 3.1 

SIMSRC i : M. Shinohara (1959) Sangyokoio (Industrial Structure), p. 120, as reproduced by Amartya Kumar Sen 
(I9f>2) "On the Lawfulness ut" Used Machines", The Review of lUonomics and Statistics, Vol. 44, Nr. 3, August, 
p. 346. 

the same, and this makes for smaller over-all savings. 
(Of course, the development of a domestic machinery 
industry may still be economically advantageous for 
other reasons.) 

It appears that a policy directed towards saving the 
maximum amount of foreign exchange is a policy 
that, in the long run, promotes the most economic 
use of the production factors of a developing country. 

HASH: CONSIDERATIONS WITH RFX.ARD TO THE IMPORT OI 

NEW VERSUS SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 

The role of second-hand equipment in industrialized and 
developing countries 

The import of second-hand machinery by developing 
countries has been mentioned on various occasions as 
one of the ways to choose investment goods of less 
built-in durability. This problem deserves some further 
consideration here. 

In market economies, investment decisions are made 
by the individual firms; but m<..-.t market economies 
today are mixed economics. Especially in developing 
countries the "planning ingredient" is considerable. 
Many of the industrial ventures are promoted or 
owned by the Government. Hence, the question of 
importing used or new equipment is of importance to 
the public authorities. Moreover, the system of import 
licensing and foreign exchange controls practised in 
most developing countries makes decisions of the 
Government relating to this problem necessary. 

It may be useful to point out that the utilization of 
second-hand machinery in developing countries by 
no means relegates these countries to a second-class 
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status, nor perpetuates the technological gap between 
industrialized and developing countries. In fact, most 
of the second-hand equipment that is available in 
industrialized countries is installed again in these coun- 
tries. In the United States in the mid-1 %0s, almost 
95 per cent of the second-hand machinery offered on 
»•he market was purchased by United States firms.'7 

At least two second-hand machine tools were sold in 
the United States for every new one.,s In Japan, too, 
the use of second-hand equipment is widespread, 
particularly among small and medium-size firms, as 
may be seen from table 2. 

There has been a certain tendency among developing 
countries to refuse the import of second-hand equip- 
ment. The situation in industrialized countries like the 
United States or Japan suggests that the arguments 
against using second-hand equipment need some 
rethinking. A developing country should no more be 
advised to acquire only used machinery than a developed 
country should be advised not to use it at all. 

The causes for the generation of second-hand equip- 
ment are many, and so are the motives for using it. 
The main factors that have obviously influenced the 
employment of second-hand equipment are the size 
of the firm, type of ownership, the physical charac- 
teristics of processes and their rate of obsolescence.,y 

" United Nations (1966) Report of Expert Croup on Second- 
Hand iUpiipinent for Developing Countries, para. 15 (Sales No. : 
66. IIB. 9). 

•'» Albert Waterston (l%4) "Good Enough for Developing 
Countries;" 7Vie Ihmd and Batik Review: Finance and Develop- 
mnit. Vol. I, No. 2, September, p. 91. 

1g Cf Strassmann, op. cit., pp. 201—205. 
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Preference for second-hand equipment ha< been 
strong in metalworking and in the production of items 
of low precision. Second-hand purchase is also preferred 
for equipment with an average rate of technical ob- 
solescence. It is popular with small firms whose financial 
resources arc limited, since it enables them initially 
to obtain equipment cheaply. Foreign firms establishing 
subsidiaries in a developing country have been found 
to employ more used equipment than local entre- 
preneurs, partly because of their greater familiarity 
with the market for second-hand equipment. To 
illustrate the use of second-hand equipment in develop- 
ing countries, the results of an investigation covering 
70 Mexican and Puerto Rican manufacturing firms are 
partly reproduced in table 3. 

The most general prerequisite for the use of second- 
hand machinery is satisfactory performance. In the 
words of a group of experts of the United Nations: 
"Second-hand equipment which only p-oduces goods 
which arc not competitive in price and quality at 
least domestically is not a bargain at any price and 
should be rejected outright."«» If a machine docs not 
produce goods of the absolutely best quality, these 
goods can still be competitive provided the consumers 
accept their quality—possibly at a lower price. Under 
these conditions it can be advisable to acquire equip- 
ment that was replaced because new machines were 
available that produced improved goods. Yet in most 
cases the acquisition of second-hand equipment is 
lucrative when the machinery produces goods of the 
same quality as the new machinery but does so at a 

Report of Expert (¡roup, pira. 62; see footnote 37. 

lower cost under the conditions of a developing country. 
In the following discussion only thts latter ease is con- 
sidered, the analysis being limited to the maintenance 
aspect.41 

7he isolated effect <»/ Jiffireines m iiiMttteiiance Ci'its 

In the absence of technological progress, the operating 
characteristics of a new machine will he the same as 
those ot the replaced machine. The only reason for 
installing a new machine is the increase in maintenance 
costs of the machine in use. Theoretically, this would 
be the time tor a low-wage country to buy the old 
machine if its maintenance costs are Mow those in- 
curred in the country of origin of the machine. 

In reality, however, this may not be a sufficiently 
strong incentive to buy used equipment. If no improved 
models are on the market to induce a "premature" 
replacement of the machines, the potential buyer may 
fear—and his apprehension may actually be justified 
that the old equipment is being replaced only because 
it is physically worn out and that satisfactory per- 
formance may no longer be expected from this equip- 
ment. Even if the equipment still works rather well, 
the difference in maintenance cost may not exceed 
the "threshold of perceptibility"; whether it dins will 
depend largely on the extent of the wage differentials. 

While in fact differences in maintenance costs  ire 
likely to affect the decision in favour of second-hand 

41 For a more comprehensive discussion sec ktp,<rt <>/ I \¡un 
Group; Sen, op. cit.; Strassiiijim, up. ut As tur seouxf-h.inil 
transportation equipment, .**• John K. Mewr il'JMii "frjiiiptjft 
Technologies tur Developing Countries", Ih UUMMI Hummu 
Review, Vol. 56, No. 2, Mas, pp. Hi   <*i 
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equipment twily in connexion with other factors (to 
t>. dtseussed later), the toluene e of difference» in main- 
tenance costs is isolated in the following discussion so 
that the predir effects oí these differences can be seen 
more ebïtincfly. 

the rising maintenance costs ttí older equipment 
are largely due to a higher probability ot unexpected 
breakdowns. Tin- impact of breakdowns varies, de- 
pending upon conditions. For the individual firm, the 
cost of break do wro consists of the fixed cost ol idled 
equipment and of the wages ot idled c»perat«»rs. Part 
of the variable costs are down during disruption ol 
production: in particular, the consumption ot materials 
and power is reduced. So the cost oí breakdowns tor 
the HMlividu.il tirili is not identical with the production 

lew. during downtitnes.*- 
Iti highly lapital-mtenstve production oí the process 

tvpe ivr continuous production lines, a breakdown at 
«me pott« of the production line affect* other stages, 
and sometimes the whole of the manufacturing pro- 
cess.* ' Here the h ved cost «sí idled equipment ss ill he 
rather high and «ill outweigh the cost «»Í idled labour 
It  hi cak dove its are tre'e|iient   and   ' ave  adverse elicits 

*   t  I    Hliti. //'/    |>   V*    Strasenunn. op   ut., p. ^'.V 

'•i  i    ' Iti lui  Vt is I.« i .».«(«ir.   ><»iu I'LUH'V Maintenance 
I'lt, II, ,v        pp     I P»      !ÍO     Hl    ti >l »Il lote   H 

even on industries «applied by the afflicted industry, 
a temporal setback in economic growth may result. 
A developing country should, therefore, retrain from 
buying used equipment of the abovc-meiiti«ined kind 
with a high probability of breakdowns. A sample 
study of two Central American countries demonstrates 
very convincingly an awareness of the risks involved. 
Among the firms that dici not use second-hand equip» 
ment, about halt did so in apprehension of production 
losses in their integrated plants.*4 

I he situation is different in industries of fabrication* 
and-asscnibly type or benchwork type that use light 
equipment and are le» capital-intensive. Here, the 
breakdown of one machine afreets the operation at 
««her prtHluctHMi stages only slightly, or not at all. 
The cost of breakdowns consists mostly ol the wages of 
»died operators, and these are low in developing coun- 
tries. Under these conditions, a low-wage, capital-scarce 
country could still find it a "bargain" to buy second- 
hand machinery even if the machines were liable to 
more frequent breakdowns. 

The considerable advantage which devehvping coun- 
tries may gain by using second-hand equipment in 
industries i»f the second type can be illustrated in an 
arithmetical example (table 4). 

*4 Strascinami, op tit . p. 2I.V 



In tins example, yearly interest .nul breakdown costs 
.it a new versus .1 used machine are compared in an 
industrially advanced and in a developing country. 
It is assumed that each breakdown interrupts the 
production tor exactly one day. I he wage-cost relation 
between the two countries is assumed to be S2T:S2. 

As expected, the high cost of idled labour makes the 
utilization of the second-hand machine with its higher 
frequenty ot breakdowns unattractive in the high-wage 
country despite the low capital cost of the used maihhie 
versus a new one. But the low-wage country is able 
to make "net savings" totalling S342 bv preferring 
a second-hand machine to a new one (line H). In other 
wot ' as long as net maintenance and repair cost of 
the I machine is below this amount, it is economically 
advantageous to choose a used machine instead of a 
new one. In the arithmetical example presented here, 
tlu cost of each repair may even be ten times as high 
as daily operating costs, i.e. S2<) per repair executed, 
but «he advantage of using an old machine instead of 
a new one would still be substantial; $342 $!<><• 
$182. 

This extremely favourable result with regard to the 
use ot second-hand equipment is due to the assumed 
high wage differentials between an industrially advanced 
and a developing country. But even if a higher daily 
labour cost in the developing country is assumed, e.g. 
%* instead of $2. other things king equal, the case for 
second-hand equipment would still be impressive. The 
annual interest ami breakdown cost of the new machine 
(line 7) would be $74«»; that of the used machine. 
$446. The "net savings" on the used machine (line K) 
would thus be $294. The used machine is preferable 
to a new one as long as repair costs for each breakdown 
are less than four tunes the daily opeuting costs, i.e. 
less than $32 per repair. The cost advantage afforded 
bv the used machine would «ill be: $294 $256 
S.W. It should be noted that the price assumptions 
in the example even understate somewhat the advantage 
of the used machine. 

Ihr tfltit of pruiutrtirt tésoltscaicc 

Kir a developing country planning to import second- 
hand equipment, the physical condition of this equip- 
ment is very important. The physical condition is 
primarily influenced by the factors that have caused 
the generation of second-hand machinery, the most 
important of which- besides mergers of firms and 
liquidations of plants -arc: (a) the switchover to a 
larger scale of operations, caused by increased market 
demand; and (b) modernization of plants and equip- 
ment up to the point of automation, caused by a labour 
shortage and high wages. In both cases, the equipment 
is replaced by technically improved machinery that 
will suit the changed demand or factor-supply con- 
ditions better than the old machines. Technical progress 

has thus c.uiseil premature obsolescence in the uniu^n- 
ah/cd country of machinery that is actually still work ,,- 
well, but the conditions in the country do not pennn 
an economic use of these machines.-»" 

I he very factors that caused premature obsolescence 
of equipment in an industrialized country make these 
machines particularly suitable for a developing country. 
Smaller markets call for smaller outputs.'and pro- 
duction on a smaller scale may be more economical 
than underutili/ation of large-scale capacities; and. 
as pointed out before, the factor-price relations m 
developing countries suggest the use of machinery 
needing more labour than capital, both in operation 
and in maintenance. Premature technical obsolescence 
(in industrialized countries) will, therefore, give de- 
veloping countries a special incentive, in addition to 
the maintenance aspect, to acquire second-hand rather 
than new equipment. 

Spaiai prM-iiii ,;j''maintenance an A ,./'supplying span- parts 
for scamJ-hanA equipment 

As a United Nations group of experts on second- 
hand machinery pointed out some years ago, 'there 
is no clear-cut difference in the magnitude and nature 
of maintenance problems between new and second- 
hand equipment".*» Much depends, however, on the 
existence or absence of technological improvements 
of the equipment in use. Under the assumptions made 
in the section dealing with the isolated effect of differences 
in maintenance costs, the nature of maintenance is the 
same for new and used equipment, but the magnitude 
of required work is greater for used equipment. In 
the case discussed in the section dealing with the effect 
of premature obsolescence, the magnitude of the 
maintenance work may be the same for old and new 
equipment, whereas the nature of this work is different. 

It is often assumed that the maintenance of equipment 
of older design requires fewer skills than that of modern 
machinery, whereas the skill requirements for the 
operation of old machines are higher than for new 
ones.47 But there is no simple solution to this question ; 
it may also be true that modern machines are easy 
to service, with expendable iitii.s in order to save on 
highly paid, skilled maintenance workers. The situation 
differs from industry to industry. 

The special problems of maintaining second-hand 
machinery   are   mainly   practical   ones.   Sometimes, 

45 Regarding the optimum repLucnieiit polity, ti. («urge 
Tcrborgh (1949; Dynamic liauipmeut I'oluy, McGraw-Hill, 
New York; Vernon L. Smith (1961) hireainent and Production, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.; Ingrid ami Per 
Wtliii (1967) 77if impaci of Tecluiologkai l*rogres< on the F.ronomie 
Ufi- of Induitruil ¡¡amputent, Hantlclshó^skolan i (¡liteborg, 
Skrifter 1967 — 2. Akaifrmiñ'irlaget, (iöteborg. 

46 Report of lixperl Croup, para. 4Ü; see footnote 37. 
47 Ibid.. para. 69. 
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maintenance manuals .nul schedules or part catalogues 
arc missing, or even blueprints or a machine are not 
available. Service arrangements are generally not made 
lor a single machine, but may be obtainable for a 
number of integrated machine units or complete plants. 
In the latter case, management in developing countries 
has often shown reluctance to rely on outside repair 
services. Strassmann. tor example, observed that: 

"Willingness to buy used equipment «.is determined 
largely by confidence in one's own maintenance and 
repair abilities. A mctalworkitifî plain can grimi a 
bearing or shaft fur its own machines; an elei tried 
manufacturer is as good at rewiring circuits tor his 
own us at rewiring those for sale. '4s 

The purchase of* second-hand equipment is to be 
recommended only if" the supply of spare parts can be 
secured. The difficulties of getting spare parts should 
not be overestimated. No doubt, spare parts are more 
easily available for new machines than for olii ones, 
particularly if they are supplied by the machine- 
producing firm. However, machine manufacturers gen- 
erally do produce spare parts for some years after 
the particular type of machine has gone out of pro- 
duction. When production of these spares is discontinued 
as well, manufacturers are apt to hold a certain stock 
for some years more. It has been reported that some 
manufacturers of textile machinery continue to make 
spare parts for machines they produced fori/ years 
ago.4" The time will come, however, when the .nail- 
ability of spares will be a real problem -when stocks 
are depleted or when the manufacturer of the machinery 
is no longer in business. Missing catalogues or blue- 
prints needed to identify the spare part exactly will add 
to the difficulties. 

Before deciding to import second-hand machinery, 
a country would do well to explore the availability 
of spare parts thoroughly, including possibilities for 
producing spare parts in local machine shops. Fre- 
quently, second-hand machines are less complicated 
than newer models, are made from simpler materials 
and have parts of less sophisticated design. In this case, 
the local production of spares in developing countries 
(of type 2) should not encounter insurmountable 
difficulties, provided the necessary steps are taken in 
tinte. Local production of spare parts for very com- 
plicated modern machinery is likely to be extremely 
difficult. 

The choice of second-hand equipment over new 
equipment combines several advantage*: saving in 
foreign exchange because the price of used machines is 
substantially lower than that of new equipment; more 
labour-intensive production and maintenance and hence 
lower production cost; and inducement of local pro- 

** Strassmann, op. cit., p. 2\?i. 

•*" Rr/wf ,if tin- l.xjhrt Oi'it/'. para. 48. see footnote 37. 

duction oí spare parts, which means adding a supply 
of labour-intensive spare part- to labour-intensive 

production. 

A\ All Alili IIA O! M'AHI  I'AHIS 

7/ic importance of a regular <ii/>/>/}' W v/'i"< /W" 

Availability of spare parts is an integral part of a 
good maintenance policy. In developing lountnes the 
lack of spares is often one of the most serious bottlenecks 
to uninterrupted production. The supply of spare 
parts, therefore, deserves the greatest attention of 

policy-makers. 
In a mixed economy, the individual firm is not able 

to follow a good spare parts policy without the co- 
operation of the public authorities. Problems of priority 
allocation arise between public and private enterprises 
if spare parts are generally scarce or not easily obtainable. 
The public authority may exercise its influence on the 
allocation of spare parts through import licensing, 
foreign exchange control, multiple exchange rates etc. 

Stockpiling is essential. There should be no question 
today regarding the general importance of keeping 
adequate sti>cks of spares, although time and again 
experts report a lack of recognition of this fact, especially 
during the first phase of new industrial ventures.50 

failure to stockpile always has a detrimental effect on 
production. 

line solution recommended is tiiat individual enter- 
prises keep large stocks of parts, in particular when poor 
transport facilities, rigid foreign exchange controls, 
and unforeseen circumstances impede their quick supply. 
Other solutions proposed are to establish central stocks 
of spare parts at the national, regional and branch levels 
and to undertake their domestic production. The 
advantages and shortcomings of these proposals will be 
considered in the following sections. 

Decentralized /«irer stocks of spare parts at the imlivid'ual plant 

The advantage of maintaining large stocks of spare 
parts at the plant level is that spares are quickly and 
easily available when needed. Downtimes of equipment 
can be kept as short as possible. This is especially im- 
portant in heavy process type production or continuous 
lines, where the economic penalty for any stoppage of 
operations is highest. The most serious disadvantage of 
decentralized large stocks is that considerable amounts 
of capital are tied up. Many firms tend initially to 
keep spare parts inventories at a very low level, but 
after bad experiences they fall into the other extreme 
of hoarding whatever spare parts they are able to get. 

-,0 See. for example. Anon. (1%2) "Solveen Report on 
Rourkela Steel Plant", The ¡..litem ¡iioiioin^i. Vol. 34, No. 7, 
August 17, pp. 3o4, .1117. "Sonic Problems of Industrial Manage- 
ment Reported by Technical Assistance Experts", pp. 55 5f>. 
liuhistriiili;iitioii iiiiil Prodmlivily litillthn \'o. 2 
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firms in developing countries keep greater stocks of 
parts than is customary ami  necessary  in  similar  in- 
dustries in  developed countries  tor several  reasons :*' 

du    Specific climatic conditions iu many developing 
countries cause parts to deteriorate that usually 
do  not   deteriorate  in   countries   m   temperate 
/OIK'V   Wro.it'   treatment   and   overloading   or 
machines by inadequately trained operators ami 
incompetent ni.iititcu.incv    both inori- fret]ucut- 
in developing than in developed countries    also 
contribute  to higher degrees of deterioration. 

(h)    The   poor   communications   ami   distribution 
systems in many developing countries make it 
often impossible to place emergency orders for 
spare parts and have  them delivered  quickly. 
It parts have to be ordered from abroad, the 
customs clearing retards delivery substantially; 
delays of ten days and more are not unusual. 

(c)    The  import   licensing   and • foreign  exchange 
controls practised in most developing countries 
cause  many firms to  stock   more spares  than 
they need. Uncertainty with respect to future 
quotas makes it appear safer to take full advantage 
of import opportunities when they are offered 
rather  than   to  trust  to   future  allocation   of 
import licences or foreign exchange when spares 
are  needed.   Under   import   control   systems, 
anticipated  replacement needs,  as reflected  ir 
import licence applications,  tend  to be over- 
stated. Fear of sudden changes in import re- 
gulations  (e.g.  introduction  of new controls, 
higher  import  duties  etc.)   also accounts  for 
excessive stockkceping. It may be pointed out 
that it is the economic system rather than the 
deficiencies of management that lead* here to 
the wasteful use of scarce capital resources. 

When manufacturing processes require the prompt 
availability of spare parts, the system of decentralized 
stockkceping of spares has many advantages over other 
systems. It this system is chosen, it is necessary, however, 
to do everything to realize optimum stocking levels, 
that is to say: 

fa) Operators and maintenance workers should be 
well trained to work with the equipment so 
that breakdowns will be minimized. 

fb) Communications and distribution syems for 
spare parts should be improved. Mud: rould be 
gained by facilitating and accelerating the 
customs clearing of imported spares, 

" The Indian National Council of Applied hconomic Re- 
search has estimated that in a large number of industries span 
parts constitute almost 15 per cent of the total inventories, 
which is considered a rather high proportion. Sew National 
Council of Applied Economie Research (1%7) Maturi »ance 
Imports, New I klhi, p. 74. 

(i)    Contio|s ot sp.,ivs imports should huonu   Ks 
arbitrary   and   should   be   treed   tiom 
adminístrame ptoecdurcs. 

Itti' 
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less capital will be tied up it' stock keeping of span- 
parts is centralized. The higher the level of centralization, 
the smaller the inventories needed for every kind ol 
spares because a kind  of "insurance principie" comes 
into effect, from this point of vie«, the highest degree 
of centralization, i.e. centi.,I stockkceping ,IMIK- national 
level, would be most preferable. Other .. guments m 
favour ot centrali/mg stocks .ire: 

f.i)    A   central  agency   has  better   information   on 
possible suppliers of spare parts both at home 
and abroad. 

fb)   Orders  for the domestic fabrication of spare- 
parts  can  be  pooled and  production thus  be 
rationalized. 

ft)    Spare parts tor older models no longer produced 
are better identified; central stockkceping makes 
them more readily available 

(i)    Administration of import licences and customs 
clearing t» facilitated and accelerated. 

The  smooth   functioning of central   stockkceping, 
however, depends on several conditions that must be 
met in order to avoid damages to the economy that 
would be mem serious than any possible gams: 

(a)   The communications system must function well 
and  permit tlv prompt placement of orden. 

fb)    Management of the central stocks must be of 
a  high   professional  standard.   Accurate  b»>ok- 
keepmg   and  inventors-  contriti   should   be  a 
matter of course. Moreover, those in charge of 
planning  the  inventories and  purchasing   the 
parts   must  be  qualified  technicians,  familiar 
with the technologies in the various industries. 

If)    Sufficient  facilitas  for rapid  transportation  of 
ordered parts must exist both trim» the suppliers 
of these parts to the (entrai stock and from 
there to the manufacturers who demand them, 
and these facilities must he available irrespective 
of  monsoons,   droughts,   and   other   seasonal 
disturbances. 

Most erf these conditions are far from being met in 
most developing countries.  I heir communications and 
transport systems have bottlenecks of various kinds. 
Besides, the distances within many developing countries 
are enormous by European standards.  Yet, the most 
crucial pomt seems to be that such a central agency 
must  master   the administrative task  of securing  the 
supply  for  so  many and   différent firms   fcvcii   m  a 
country with a small industrial sector the centralization 
of steKks  requires  highly  sophisticated   management. 

The best  way to run   a   central   agency  tor  spare 



parts efficiently may he as a commerciai enterprise, 
e.g. as a purchasing aiul storing co-opeiativc or agencv. 
The individuai firms must luve confidence in this 
agency as a prompt supplier. In turn, the agency can 
provide this quick supply only it" it has secured access 
to spare parts, whether through imports or local pro- 
duction. The main role of the central agency would 
he to rationalise the storage of spare parts, ami thus 
save scarce capital. 

If conceived as a public authority and endowed with 
the power to control and approve the orders of in- 
dividual firms for spare parts, the central agency would 
be in danger of turning into a super-burcaucratic 
institution. an obstacle rather than a promoter of 
economic investment, maintenance and replacement of 
capital. The experience of European countries with 
rationing and controlled supply during the Second 
World War and the early post-war years may be worth 
considering. The experience of a large steel mill of 
the public sector in a rather advanced developing 
country may also illustrate this point: 

"The handling of" the orders placed by the individual 
plants with the purchasing department in respect to 
urgently required spare parts and accessories threatens 
seriously the production operations. In some cases 
urgent requisitions of the plants were not forwarded by 
offices which are not in a position to judge the necessity 
or urgency of the purchases. Repeated requests of the 
plants were unsuccessful."?2 

"1 he difficulties at the level of a national central agency 
for spare part supply would multiply compared with 
those arising at the level of a single firm. 

From the preceding discussion it appears that central 
sticking of spare parts at the national level is likely to 
be rational only in a very small country with a fairly 
well-developed communications and transport system 
serving an industry not too diversified. Even then, 
complete centralisation should not IK- aimed at. In- 
expensive parts that are needed frequently ire better 
stored at the individual plant as are the important 
spares for continuous production. The central agencv 
would assume the role of a "wholesaler", a general 
purchasing agency; it could be run privately or by a 
public authority, whichever would be more appropriate 
within the context of the economy. It should, however, 
be run on a commercial basis. 

In all other cases the odds seem to be more in favour 
ol a modified solution: to establish central stocks of 
spare parts at the regional level. This solution would 
be similar to central stinking at the national level in 
a small country. The distances between the various 
Jirms and the regional stmk of spare parts are shorter, 
transport problems are reduced, the difficulties for 
management decrease.  The disadvantages of stinking 

^ "Snlvcen Report on Kourkel.i Sieel Plant", p. MH: see 
footnote SO 

spare parts at the national level will also be found here. 
Ciencrally speaking, central stocks of spares at the regional 
level are a reasonable compromise between easy avail- 
ability of spare parts and the tying up of as little capital 
as possible. 

Cine problem that may he better solved at the national 
than at the regional level is the allocation of orders for 
domestic spare parts production. It preference is given 
to machine shops within the region (to avoid extra 
communications and transport problems), capacities 
become unevenly utilized between the different regions, 
unless machine shops are also evenly distributed. 

('entrai stocks of spares at the branch level can be 
established for the country as a whole or regionally. 
Unless the developing country is small, centralisation 
at the national level will bring it hardly any advantages 
for the reasons that were mentioned before. Splitting 
up regional stocks ot spare parts into independent 
stockkeeping units according to the various industrial 
branches may be economic provided that the pre- 
conditions of good communications and transport arc 
met. 

Stocks ot specialized spares for individual branches 
may reduce the technical and administrative work 
required when large general stocks are kept for all 
industries. But certain disadvantages should not be 
overlooked. If an industry is not regionally concentrated, 
the choice would be either to keep fewer stocks--this 
would rationalize the storage problem but create pro- 
blems of transport and communications—or to keep 
a larger number of stocks within good reach of all 
firms but it the possible sacrifice of >. api tal savings in 
storage. Regional stocks of spare parts at the branch 
level would be favourable if indu tries are regionally 
concentrated; they would be very economic if one 
kind of industry is concentrated in one region and 
another kind in another region. 

Possibilities jor import substitution of spare parts 

In a developing country of type I, all equipment has 
to be imported, and the spare parts as well. This may 
continue for a rather long period. It is the normal 
situation even in the earlier stages of industrialization 
of a developing country of type 2.« Domestic machinery 
production is usually begun in the later stages of develop- 
ment. In many developing countries as well as in the 
now industrialized countries, the local production of 
machinery evolved from repair shops. 

In developing countries of type 2, which already 
have machine building and engineering industries of 
their own, the spares for domestically manufactured 

" In India, for example, almost all the machinery and equip- 
ment needed for industrial development during the first planning 
period (1950/1951—1955/1956) was imported. See Government 
of India, Planning Commission (1966) Fourth Fiee-Yatr Plan, 
A Drafi Outline, p. 264. 



equipment can be, and arc. produca! by domestic 
manufacturers. Most spare parts for imported equip- 
ment—cither new or second-hand-arc imported, 
though. It is true that big business firms often produce 
the parts they need in their own workshops ami, 
occasionally, spares for imported machines are ordered 
from local machine or repair shops, but this is not a 
general rule. The following are some of the reasons 
why these countries defer domestic production »if spares 
and import equipment: 

(a) Local facilities may not permit the production 
of technically complicated or high-precision 
items. 

(b) Imported parts are produced on a large scale 
and are offered at comparatively low prices 
that leave few possibilities for domestic sub- 
stitution at competitive prices. 

fc) Inducement for the local production of spare 
parts may be lacking because the import of 
spares is not restiicted or because the national 
currency is overvalued. The import of spare 
parts may have developed during a period of 
liberal import policies" and its continuation 
may reflect inertia. More importantly, it may 
be the cheapest way to obtain spares if the 
currency of the developing country is con- 
siderably overvalued in relation to hard cur- 
rencies. Even if there is a local machinery in- 
dustry, it will not be able to compete with a 
foreign supply that is artificially cheapened bv 
unrealistic exchange rates. 

(d) Customers often prefer imported spares to their 
domestic substitutes because they think that the 
quality of the locally produced items will be 
inferior. The inferiority of substitutes need not 
be due to incompetent or less careful work of 
the local machine shops, but may be due to 
poor quality of the available raw materials, 
e.g. steel. 

(e) When an acute shortage of raw materials exists, 
it can be as lengthy—or as costly—to have 
spare parts produced locally as to get their 
import licensed. 

if) Sometimes, especially if the machine shops are 
of small scale and arc widely scattered, lack of 
information on the demand for spares nay keep 
producéis from undertaking import-substituting 
production. This lack of information, in turn, 
may reflect neglect of the spare parts problem 
on the part of the public authorities. 

fa) Drawings and designs may not be obtainable 
from foreign producers, or patent rights may 
preclude reproduction. 

In the first two instances cited above (a) and (b), the 

54 Mamtenmuv Imports, p. 73, see footnote 51. 

developing country does not vet have a coimunmv 
cost advantage. It would he a very costiv pohev f,.r 

•« country to force import-substituting production ot 
spare parts in such cases. Fins policy would compel a 
country to „„pose high import duties and initiate 
other measures that may be diliiailt to enforce with 
an outcome that might be far from desirable. In all 
other instances a developing country may- -but does 
not have to -have a comparative advantage in the 
domestic production of spares. Ik-fore local production 
is encouraged, the cost situation must be analyse I 
thoroughly. It ,s of equal importance to identify 'and 
to remove obstacles that impair the realization of 
comparative cost advantages. 

A realistic exchange rate policy discontinuing the 
over-valuation of the domestic currency (cf. (ci above) 
could bring about true comparative advantages m 
spare parts production, especially if production can 
be made labour-intensive. The supply of raw materials 
for spares (cf. (A) and (c) above) is a crucial point. The 
improvement of the quality of raw materials would 
require changes in preconditions, the study of which 
goes beyond the scope of this article. One of them, 
however, is better maintenance and repair. When a 
shortage of raw materials has prompted a system of 
quota allocation, discrimination against producers of 
spare parts should be avoided. 

There are various methods of disseminating informa- 
tion on the local market for spare parts (cf. (/) above). 
The function of collector ami transmitter of information 
could be assumed by public authorities, professional 
organizations (e.g. employers' associations), or by a 
spares stocking agency at the regional or branch level. 
The agency would be particularly suited to be a 
"clearing-house" for potential purchasers and manu- 
facturers of parts. If agreements on patent rights, designs 
and drawings have to be obtained from foreign owners, 
(cf. ($) above) the spare parts agency or a professional 
organization may take the initiative here, too. The 
necessary negotiations may be conducted under the 
sponsorship of international organizations. 

THE HSTABUSHINC OF SPECIALIZED BKPAIH AND MAIN- 

TENANCE SHOPS IN THE CONTEXT Ol INDUSTRIAL ESTATES 

Medium-sized and small firms face particular diffi- 
culties in maintenance and repair, They are often too 
small to make the hiring of full-time specialists for 
maintenance and repair economic, hirther, the repair 
shop of a firm has to be supplied with a certain minimum 
of machines and tools; these cannot be adequately 
utilized in a small enterprise. The small firms, therefore, 
have to rely generally on outside contractors, who 
arc not easily found in developing countries. If main- 
tenance is assigned to the firm's own employees who 
have not undergone appropriate training, the per- 
formance will most likely not be of the desirable quality. 
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si/od industries tnulii he solvi d to tilt bist adsautaui 
by tst.ihliNliinu iicailn spciuli/cd repair and main- 
tenance shops. I IH I rcation . •( NUI h repair shops m.iv 
IH- promoted In die (tovcrnincnt <>r hv .1 %pv* i.it 
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un .1 co-operative IUMV Sometimes, when several tinm 
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.»tul hence constitute .1 reg.,lar clientele, privato nidustrv 
may he induced to set up repair shops. In the earlier 
stages ol cu »nonni development, however, repair 
services should be regarded as promoiion.il rather than 
commercial; initial steps tor their provision should 
be taken by public authorities. This would be promotion 
ot small-scale industries in .1 double way: repair shops 
are not only essential for the working of other small 
firms, but flu-y are also themselves a tvpical small- 
scale activity. 

A precondition tor setting up specialized repair 
shops is a certain regional concentration ot" firms 
demanding these services. The condition is particularly 
well met in industrial estates, industrial estates have 
been founded, within the last decade, in almost all 
developing countries, with the general purpose of 
promoting small-scale industries. Industrial estates have 
been defined as "a planned clustering of industrial 
enterprises, offering developed sites, pre-built factory 
accommodation and provision of services and facilities 
to the occupants"." Whereas 111 industrialized countries 
only general services, such as power, water, sewerage, 
roads and railroads, are usually provided, the services 
ami facilities offered in developing countries are broader. 

I he special services, which differ from country to 
country or even from estate to estate, include training 
facilities, technical counselling, marketing assistance, 
toolrooms and machine shops. In some countries, 
maintenance and repair shops have already been added 
to this programme of subsidizing small-scale industries. 

Industrial estates must be large enough to guarantee 
that the equipment installed in the repair shops will be 
used to capacity. When the shops are being planned, 
the number of firms outside the industrial estate proper 
that may share in the services of these shops may be 
taken into consideration, but special allowance must 
be made for the regional factor: longer distances impair 
last servicing. The transport conditions in developing 
countries make this factor more restrictive than it 
would he in developed economies. 

Repair shops 111 industrial estates may be established 
in connexion with regional stocks of spare parts. It 
would permit the production of some ,.•,( the spares 
111  the repair shops, or.  if they exist, 111  the machine 

J> Umu'il   Nations   (t'Xnv,   lii,li«m,tl  /.'«Mil.     /V/io,,,   /'/,n„ 
JIKÌ   I'lvfhS,,      I   ( '. Ill/i, Mill I       1H,|/).|>   ,1/   llll,llhlllO!l,ll   /.Ifiïllll,,. 
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shops of the estate Kep.'ir shops may also be used as 
training centres where employees of the custoniet 
firms un be trained in routine maintenance work so 
that speciali/ed craftsmen at the repair shops will be 
tree tor the more complicated maintenance lobs, check- 
tips and repairs 

Most of the industrial estates that are promoted ill 
developing countries are tion-spcciah/ed. general- 
pur pov estates accommodating ill categories of small- 
scale industries. Servicing of firms belonging to a 
variety of branches makes higher demands on the skills 
of the craftsmen and on the equipment of the shop; 
specialists in various fields and a varutv of machines 
and tools are needed. On the other hand, better utiliza- 
tion of capacity may be guaranteed by a multi-branch 
clientele. Electric motors, tor instance, are used in 
almost every industry. In single-trade estates, which 
provide accommodation only to firms belonging to 
the same trade, repair shops can be smaller. The shops 
could be connected advantageously with regional 
stocks of spare parts at the branch level. 

If well equipped and manned, maintenance and repair 
shops that are already operating in industrial estates 
may provide good opportunities for on-the-job training 
of craftsmen who may later find work in newly es- 
tabl; ihed estates. 

QUANTITATIVI-: ASFK rs 01 MAIM 1 NANO AND RI PAI H 

The individual firm facing an investment decision 
and the public authorities engaged in national economic 
planning need to have estimates on present and future 
maintenance requirements: the total cost, import 
content, and the manpower needed. In this section, 
maintenance and repair costs 111 an industrialized 
country are analysed on the basis of the statistics avail- 
able. Some of the findings are used to estimate present 
and future needs for maintenante and repair in develop- 
ing countries. 

MaintniíiHú mid repiiir in industrialized coturnici: I SA 

l'Ile cost of tmiiitcmvicc and repair 111 maittifiKtutts 

Surprisingly, very little statistical information exists 
on maintenance and repair activities in the manu- 
facturing industry of developed countries. Only one 
comprehensive report has been published by the 
United States Bureau of the Census as part of the 
l')5H Census of Manufactures. The data on maintenance 
ami repair cost, together with other data on selected 
• osts and asset values, were collected in a special sample 
survey. The investigation covers the year l').S7; neither 
111 the half century before nor in the decade after this 
slate have maintenance and repair costs been included 
in the Census ot Manufactures. 

I he results ot this survey are reproduced in table S. 
The data show that, m  l'iV?. $u billion was spent in 
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and repair went fm uhttn and wjgt^ ,Mid tei ,mi, 
empfoym.  Again tk ticta for the ¿Mèn-M mdmtrv 
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and cost of materia! <<t total maintenante and t pan 
It is »ot reported whit h pari of tin 'other tost», is 
spent for outside SUA i< tv th.it is. OD tltt salaries .nul 
wages oí employees of otlur turns. In ill probability. 
this share v.ini's Ivtwuii ditti-rcnt mdustrv group,. 
Not only tu Lineal reasons Lut also the tost aspect will 
influence tin' i .pendutile pattern Owing to eiononucs 
of scale, m.nuti ii.iiu v .uni repan work n¡ t\ he performed 
mon' cbcaplv In outside speualtsts than In own 
employees. I here has been .1 vague indication titid 
by Morrow that expenditure on maintenante ma- 
terials, equipment, anil supplies nukes up '** per cent 
of the amount patii for maintenant!, wages niil salaries." 
This implies a nlationship bctv.ccn labour tost and 
coït of material in the order ot V* to +7 per tent, Moiltu 
SfamifMH<r>i^- an American review marn'y concerna' 
with manu;enient ami maintenante problems, mes ***r 
its MMiUiuawt Cost Index the relation ot Wt per curt 
labour to 4<l per cent materials outlays. Th» breakdown 
seems to be realistic, and it is used 111 the later toni- 

putations.5* 
Several conclusions may be drawn from the statistics 

of table 5 that are relevant to the present study 
The average manufacturing firm 111 the Uniteti 

States spends about H per cent per annum of the gross 
btx*k value of its fixed wrts «MI maintenance and repair 
Since the diffèrent industry groups »how very little 
deviations from the average m tin» otic year tor which 
figures are available, it tan be assumed th.it tor the 
total manufacturing industry the percentage will not 
vary greativ over tune either. I hits, a percentage from 
7 to y per cent should be representative for a number 

ot years around \'>S7, 
About 5<t per tent i«f malmenatici and fepair outlavs 

consists of wages and salaries pani to own employees 
11Í the manufacturing establishment. Again, tliere ts 
very little deviation from th» average in the various 
industry grtvups, so it can be regarded a* a typical 
percentage over some time. ton. The share »*t total 
labour cmt 111 malmenante an»l repair expenditure 

will be around 60 per cent 
Since the aggregar* "United Statt s 1" uuttartunng 

ine! istrv" oners an exceptionally wnte r.t'tge ot es- 
tablishments, 't can be assumed tha* the to.al capital 
stock recorded ou M IVccmticr 1*^7 was .oaipoted 
of pi nt and i'..chain iy trf every age (f'.tc only cxtcptimi 
bei«, t cru uncut using very recently developed tcch- 
«Kmc^ 1* say that 1 sum ot aUmt H jnr ut ot tin 
total gross book value 1* spent 111 one year o , main- 
tenance and npair ot all fixed asset* >»l nets age is 
the same as to so that over the whole hit time ot every 

•J    ^     M.»rti>w     I'*•>"»      lim.stinti. .1.     1..   í..'it,.-.f!i, • 

if.«» M,m,hii-ii;, ,m,i' / •(•.'<•-•.'...' -''•''•'   ''*^ »'(fi Mai ii.-M.ii.. 

Shots, fin , Nest  Vink- p 

^(1   "M.imlemii.e '  .w l'i.l. s    Ht-t.<..l.-t l.-r »I».   I'»""'» 

StoAl'i    \l,-ih'.lit'/'  ' .'    I t'I'MHO    1''""    I      s* 

unit of etpnpnient an average yearly expenditure ot 
approximated S pit tent of its pun liase prit e is made. 
Hei anse of the uncertainties invoked, a margin ot 
at  h as! In  per  1 cut   should   lie  allowed  here.  too. 
so that a pen entage range ot " t<> (» per cent wouhl 

be realistic. 
It should be empiuM/ed thai tins is .m avérât", that 

is true only tor the total 111 aiuil.u ttun; J nithistrv. I he 
individual in.lustri groups will slum deviations from 
tins average, the deviations will be greater the more 
tin statistical total is split up. I his percentage should 
not be reuartletl as an average thai is applit.iblc for the 
individual machine. It is 1 ven le s true that tins average 
amount is to be spent every year in the course ot the 
lifetime of a machine; the expenses will be lower tor 
new puces of equipment and then mercase with Us age. 

If the average annual expenditure for maintenance 
aiitl repair is multiplied h the average lifetime ot 
fixed assets, the average tt*al cost of maintenance and 
repair incurred during the lifetime ot plant and equip- 

ment is obtained. 
The concept ot average service lite ot at! fixed assets 

is rather artificial. There are great differences in the 
economic lives of capital goods, not only between 
butldmt'.s and machines, but also between different 
kmtk ot machinery, fstimatcs of the average service 
lift of capital good* if available at all vary sub- 
stantially. Nevertheless, the concept is useful for 
obtaining a global figli e that indicates the order ot 
magnitude* involved If for example, an average 
lifetime i*f I* vears is assumed, a figure that can be 
considered conservative.*'* then a total amount equi- 
valent to 13t * per cent of the purchase price ot the 
fixed assets has to he spent on maintenance anil repair 
during this period. In other words: every dollar in- 
vested in manufactures entails on average at least 
another titsltar in expenses fire maintenance and repair. 

.Vittori« Mid M'ii\'( 1 0f MMtihHitwe employees 

I able h illustrates another aspect ot the cost ot 
maintenance and repair. The amount of salaries and 
wages paid to own employees tstcupied in maintenance 
and repair is compared with the tastai payroll and 
w ith the sum ot production workers' wage». 

(Vn average. *> per cent of the payroll costs in manu- 
factures is spent on maintenance and repair activities. 
A somewhat higher percentage resulti if maintenance 
workers' wages are relate*1 to production workers' 
wages onlv; for the total manufacturing industry u 

is '» per cent 
f tere m both relations, the individual industry groups 

slum   «realer   deviations   from   the   average   than   in 

» Y i, l*s Nt'sstfa :P#7tt: " M this i>n Kent-ual. Repair »ml 

MjHiteuant** , Inétttftiith '.«liti .m./ IS^étt'mty Huiktrn \o. ttt 

(XjksN..     'OH ti Mi 

*{> 
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SAI ARU S AND WAI.IS l'Ail» IO OWN MAlNTtNANt I  AM) RI fAIH WOKKtiRS IN  US MAM I A 
i II R!N(, INDI Muy is  l')S" 

Industry çitmp 

All industries  
Food  
Tobacco  
Textile  
Apparel   
Lumber  
Furniture  
Pulp, paper 
Printing  
Chemicals  
Petroleum, coal    
Rubber  
Leathe:  
Stone, glass  
Primary metal  
Fabricated metal  
Machinery  
Electrical machinery 
Transport equipment. 
Instruments  
MwceHitieous  

'/'Dì.)/ payroll 
(% tmllhmt 

76,379 
7,143 

284 
3,1 «3 
3,664 
2,110 
1,432 
2,734 
4,301 
4,i m 
1,150 
1.310 
1.157 
2,354 
7,01«) 
5,3«3 
'>,o50 
5,133 

10,4*16 
1,571 
2,826 

U.iv»r. ol production uorktr< 

l'imiit,tt>i sh.iri iti fera/ 
payroll 

W) 

v> 
H5 
83 
78 
82 
73 
74 
57 
57 
67 
73 
81 
77 
78 
71 
67 
64 
68 
60 
65 

Stillili,-, ,llld H'.I^V.i ,if KMii/- 

tiihiihi ,iitit ii'/Mir irer/lvr.. 

/'. ri.ii/,^',  sliiiif m 
total payroll 

6 
5 
4 
5 
! 
S 
2 
<> 
2 

It 
23 
6 
2 

7 
15 
4 
4 
4 
5 
3 
3 

1> pitt,nt,ioc ol ilk   sum 
¡nOillhtliHI   IIVIÍ.K,'   ll-.^r, 

<> 
') 

5 
6 
2 

7 
3 

12 
3 

20 
34 

8 

10 
2o 
6 

6 
H 

6 

5 

*»V"-t: U* Murffu, "f ,hc Ctwl" (•**> ^ <>"»« ./A/.m,,/.«,,«...  /M*. .W.*,. \Mili(,t>   US (iuvemmrm 1'rmtm, (»foe 
*aA,»iRt;,n.l».C    Voi.[.pp.9   Haad9-^ Wv. WasWn! 
HA... tank-  N.i. Kb4, pp. 782ff. Percentages: own computation. 

table 5. The actual values range from 1 to 23 per cent 
for the share of maintenance workers' wag. s in total 
payroll, and from 2 to 34 per cent if maintenance 
workers' wages are related to production workers' 
wages. The highest percentages are shown by the 
industry groups "petroleum and coal products". 
"primary metal industries", "chemicals and products", 
and "pulp, paper and paper products". All of them 
arc highly capital-intensive industries. O i the other 
hand, »n the industry groups with the lowest percentage 
ol maintenance workers' wages in total payroll and 
in pr» duction workers* wages—"apparel and related 
products" and leather and leather products" the 
capital inte>iMt\ is very low. This suggests thai the 
share of maintenance workers' wages in total payroll 
is related to the degree of capital intensity. 

Table 7 examines tins relationship more closely. 
Here, the capital/labour ratios of the individual industry 
groups (thai is, the ratios of fixed assets to total payroll) 
are compared with the share of maintenance workers' 
wages in total payroll; the industries are grouped in 
order of their capital/labour ratio. Figure I is a graphical 
pre«, ntation of this table. There proves to be a strong 

positive correlation between these two sets of values.«» 
It can therefore be concluded that the share of main- 

tenance workers' wages in the total payroll of the 
United States manufacturing industry varies with tin- 
ratio of the gross book value of fixed assets to total 
payroll. Since the correlation of the respective values 
tor 1957 proses to be very strong, there is good reason 
to assume that it will also be strong in other years, and 
perhaps indicates a general regularity."1 

Tiw tutmhtr of HUtiiitcinimr atuf npoir aiiphyrcs 

I able H presents an estimate of the number of main- 
tenance and repair work,a m the United States manu- 
facturing industry. The estimate is based on the data 
on maintenance and repair tost and on the number 
of employees in the manufactiirui'j tudttotrs m IM57. 

'•" Analogous resulti ire .«brum ¡ it, itiMt.nl .»I the . .ipit.il. 

lain nit t -itin iiwil iti tallii- '", the t »ti • •<! tivnl i -it-, t.. niitukt 

.it e m plus. v\ i "u pit 11 pet employ, . "t i\ uv ,1. a itl-mli i.ili. .- 

are applied mils t.. pr.nltn li. m v. nrkri.. t>. .1 t.< ill employees. 

Onh   .me  milium   t;t.iiip,   'Trunin   until  industries",  docs 

tint tit int.i tlm i. irtel.inint    I he data .iy.til.ihlc d t ptev.m 

mi High eines tu espilili tills deviation 

'•' See .ilso Ni"ver.i. op  i it 
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CAPITAI'IABOUR UATIO AND MIARL OI MAINIINANCL WORKIRS' WAGI.S IN TOTAL PAYROII IN US 

MANLTAt TI RIM; INDUSTRY IN 1957 

Industry group 

Petroleum, coal   
Chemicals  
Pulp, paper  
Primary metal    
Stone, glass  
Food  
Textiles  
Ail industries, average.... 
Tobacco  
Lumber  
Rubber  
Fabricated metal    
Machinery    
Transportation equipment 
Printing  
Electrical machinery  
Instruments  
Furniture  
Miscellaneous  
Leather  
Apparel  

Capital ¡labour r.i/iíO 

i aim Ranking 

6.90 1 
3.21 > 2 

2.62 3 
2.47 4 
2. l'i 5 
1.64 6 
1.57 7 
1.45 
1.41 8 
1.38 9 
1.36 IO 
1.1)6 11 
1.04 12 
0.89 13 
0.86 14 
0.80 15 
0.80 Î6 
0.73 17 
0.70 18 
0.40 19 
0.27 20 

•SViiWof iiniiiitiiiiViíf workrii 
»•ages in h'ial ;>,i}r,>// 

Per ani Ranking 

23 1 
11 3 
9 4 

15 2 
7 5 
5 7 
5 H 
6 
4 11 
5 9 
6 6 
4 12 
4 13 
5 10 
2 17 
4 14 
3 15 
2 18 
3 16 
2 19 
1 20 

Snuari : Own computation from data presented in tables 5 and 6. 

* Ratio of gros* book value of fixed assets to total payroll. 

The number of employees occupied in m-plant 
maintenance was calculated by dividing the sum of 
the salaries and wages paid to maintenance workers 
(as given in table 5) by the average wage ot these 
workers. However, on the basis of the statistics ob- 
tainable, the average wage of maintenance anil repair 
workers cannot be computed exactly. The statistical 
sources permit only calculation of the average earnings 
of all employees, of production workers, and ot all 
non-production employees. The average wage of pro- 
duction workers in every industry group proves to 
be lower than the general average wage, the average 
earnings of non-production workers and employees 
being above the general average. 

Several considerations that cannot be further ex- 
pounded in this study lead to the assumption ot a 
maintenance workers' wage below the non-production 
workers' wage but above the production workers' 
wage, the h;»»-production and the production workers' 
wages being the upper and lower limit. The values 
computed tor the number of maintenance workers 
are therefore margins determined by these limits. 

The results of the computation are listed in column 3 
Kit  table 8.  The minimum  tin tire is 722,000 and  the 

maximum figure 1,109.000 employees occupied in 
maintenance and repair activities in the United States 
manufacturing industry in 1957. This corresponds to 
4 to 7 per cent of the total working force in the manu- 
facturing industry (column 4). Again, the highest, or 
respectively the lowest, percentages arc shown by the 
same industry groups as in table 6.ft- 

These results obtained from the statistical survey 
of 1957 are surprisingly in line with an earlier survey 
and with the latest figures available. 

According to data for 1935 that cover a "cross- 
section of plants engaged in manufacturing many 
kinds of products", the average proportion of main- 
tenance to total plant employees was 6 per cent, the 
proportion actually varying between 4 and 10 per 
cent.6' Exact comnarison between these data and those 

»- This is not surprising, since simple anthmctu proses that 
the values listed in column 4 of table 8 are only margins around 
the figures listed in column 3 of tabic (>. 

»-' L. C. Morrow (19.V5) "Maintenance Organization and 
Management", i'adory Management and Maintenante, Vol. 93, 
Nr. 12, December Supplement: Plant Operation Librar), 
p. S --ItVV Reprinted in: Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(1941), I at tor y Man.tgeinenl Mid Maintenante Piani Operation 
Library, Cambridge, Mass. 
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2 3 4 5 

Capital   lé»w rafia (V*lu# «f fin»« «men  fatal payol 

given in table h is, however, not fe«,ble became the 500 erapbym, «I p« cet« over I (Ut) 

not ,nd.cared. Table 9 lasts the late« figure, available. MO• Ifa^'i totm cblfi»»» vnL 
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Inanity (t.'Hf 

All industrio Hi.liVl 

1 IHH-I 1 ,<<m 

li »bacco . HS 

íc%uk- ')n't 

ApfMTi'l 1.264 

IttMthef <#, 
f nmmm r> 
Pulp. paper Vii» 

I'nnnnn . *»7 

t'henmah. 7ftT 

Petri«k'tiiii, nul 1». 
RitHvr 2*» 
1 earlier *2 
Mimo, plus 526 
Priman met,»!           . 1,272 

Iàì^ru.iti-J until . 1,114 

M* IlMHTV  . 1,707 

I'ln-rii ni.t'hiiHTy 1.IW4 

Transport equipment ! ,'*» i 

Instrument* %l7 

Mu» cNancuits 665 

/'».•Jll.fl -Ml    !, 

I2.H42 
1,1 M 

HI 
K'#.% 

1.12^ 
57'* 
311 
45» 
SM 
WW 
1« 
2ii5 
323 
43? 

H63 
>m 

1JM* 
795 

t,*»l 
212 
314 

AMiMtciMtri'i' i«i,i 
fip.flf Ki'illl » - 

f /.(if*»i 

iximicfi               maximum 

"22 l.lif» 
"1 '»5 

2 4 
26 57 

h r 
14 37 
5 lit 

36 54 
14 17 
67 loo 
36 46 
12 1" 
4 H 

2» 43 
14« 205 
34 54 
59 m 
2V 45 
«5 110 

H 12 
IS T 

Sin/tint ,<l in.iinhihvm 
aid/ repair wtvkfK a. 

;'tiii'Mriit>c i'/ Mai 
nwiil'i r i'f i niflt>ytf\ 

b 
1 
9 

19 
5 
1 
5 

12 
3 
3 
3 

4 
3 
2 

f. 

4 
6 
2 
6 
3 

10 
2 

13 
24 

7 
2 
S 

16 
5 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 

\«M (n i I'S ttureau .>! th* 1 limn HWi \M»n«.,if Ah-ii.H! W'f'i«' t*•»'(,•,/ Simes: Í W, Washington. I VU., table No. 1054. pp. 782 ff. 
» >>)w!rrt¡k \ ,tn«l 4 i>«ti mmpw.*oo#i IH\ kins of data published HI US liurciu til the l 'entw. Ï "S ( , nm> ,>/ St.muùilìircs : 19SH, Summary 
\tm>tit>. I "s « ;..iomimirt l'rmtiiu' t*r, VI .trtrmöntt. I» t   . Vol  I. pp. *»   -8 nul 9 '». 

Ft*(tM*i.t   SIMM    IÏ4    MMMIWMI   IMflOVIfS   IN lOi VI 

ti AM  IMMUSII* f\ t!S  MAM I A( II «t\t. |M»l S IHS 

Heaxx cxjuipnvnt, t.dsrk.»tl«>»-and--.ix»»mhl\ typt' 2.5 
I »j»i« tmupnutit. tabckatnm-.Mutl-as*cuibh tspe 4.»t 
Siihit S,S 
tfcasv «\|tlipiu> (It. HliVC»* txp, M.3 
I !>»!«   X-pHpif   "1.  pT-HC*'   t\p« **,3 
Median* <»us                                                . .. 11.1 
\«,.:i.t!>!.    til  ItullIMtH s 6.6 

V->:>.   ¡    t     '•|ui.«t ti,.-i!  ei.ii-• in "Sunt's  Mitmt*   l.-.l.i\'> 

M.-.-i...... •     M,.-. ••    --..in1.     Ai,.»..     H»:i(U(»,n((i..    Ni,i,h 

chemicals etc.*4 Hits classification makes comparison 
erf percentages with the l')57 survey rather difficult 
because the 1*>57 survey followed the International 
Standard Industriai Classification system. In hoth 
statistics, however, the higher share of maintenance 
workers in process tvpe industries than in labrication- 
and-asscmWy type industries is a common feature. 
I he more comprehensive data ot the Census of 
Maiiutacttircs show that maintenance labour and 
maintenance wagi costs are relatively most important 
in In ivy process type industries (< f, table 7 and 8). 
("ompaiini! the average htm res between the two 
survey*, a slight itureasc in the share of maintenance 
-• .nier* m total plant force, from IV57 to 1%'>, cannot 
h.   eMluded.«« 

i   •       !.|,is  ti> tabtii iti.< !),til products, i K i- 
v-.trunii'it-     >ii       "II .is \     prine<s'    io\ers 

in. i-, inn ne    , h, ii-,ii il-   ti.hli. i,  pnm,tr\   m. t»l. 
in   ..i   •] i«.,   pulp   u-,I pi'vri   "1 i-'ht priH."" 

-    tn.'.!       u Mil  v     ,,|.p i.l     tiijim,».    put    .if 

'* 'liiHs-r \\ ,i\ !.. t .-tupiré N'uti l'Imi'* Mjiiitnutki- 
l'i ••.e*", pp    IAS it     \. e le.itmili- 7 

1 I- .. ...tlur s.mii'K s'ir\i-\» e-ieiiiLi wui a/ia, inh>rtu.iti(iti 

."' ill imp' lit mee ni ni unteli,»uè «nrkets iti tnt.tl plint torn', 

H. ...n I. ••* minp.it .il--!. -Vinili. flMSSi "Mjniu it.im e- M.itiiye- 

Ì....I l'ii. tms tu Industry t'niljv", /.«f.'rj- A/.m.t^en.cii» imti 

i> •••'•••' ••ut:. Septetnlvi. pp. 'lift, attil Anon, »1(><i(.i " I he 
I'nIvK it    I Miinh-ii.imv  l'.i,fi\", /',i,/,.rj-. June, pp   '>8H' 



<.oi;l„fums tor the pla,,,,,^ ,./ maint•,,,,«   .,:,<! repair ,„       „nested    I .hour  c r 

...           .      ,. ,           '   ' toss °» »'•lk'rl'11 f"r +' |HT cent ot total ,„.,„„..„.„,„. 
his studv oí the quantitative aspects of maintenance "ul riT"r ^penses. The iii.unu-n.imv tost is déterminée 

•uni repair in tile united States can be of great value ln tlu' I'Mstmg wage rates, prîtes tor spares ami ,„.„„- 
to  those   who   have  to estimate  the   requirements  m Unma cliniques   Unse ni.iv he different in a dc\ c loP- 
developmg cot.ntr.es. partieularlv the requirements tor "'S ^»"<«r>. and am estimate ot arrecate maintenance 
aggregate    manpower,   over-all   capital    .uul    torcimi a,sts  '"   •'   developing   eounirv   on   the   basis  oí   tin 
exchange  tor  huure nia.iitenai.ee of ,u«   pro,ccts 'in Ameritan experience  must take these d.rtcrciiccs „.to 
,mnUt-,CtUri'V •'"""»t   "I"«' -'lustrate  what the average tost of ,„.„„- 

tenante  will   he in   the   manufacturing   mdustrv  ,.f a 
Maintenance ami repair tost< developing countrv where conditions differ troni those 

As has been seen, the average animal cost of „ram-       tt^ ÏTè^Tlt "^ ^"^ 
tenante and repa.r ,„ «he United States mamrficturm«       man,cn^      el     7' 7• ""T ^ 
uidustrv amounts to about H per cent of the cap,,],       .^Cn^."^'    ''"^   ^^ 

( "«(><</ States : 

Investment  IMI<n> 
  | tüK) 

M& R * costs per annum : 8% of investment  
Wages thereof: 60°o    H0 

Materials thereof: 40".   ** "  *  32 

Developing country: 

Investment, f.o.b US port   Mhm 

Transportation and import duties 40"'                      ,,Unü 

r     .           <-.                                        °   4fMl 
total cost ot investment      
  1,400 

Cost i»/ maintenance and repair in a developing country: 

Caie I 

(Same maintenance technique* as in the US. all spares imported) 

Wage rate: 4(»"0 of US wage rate     IMi,"s 

M&R wages per annum    
Import content of M& R material»: 100%   ....'.,'.[','.[  l%2 

Coat of imported materials: 140% of US cost  '.'.'.'.'.'.".  
M&R materials per annum        
Total M& R cose per annum  r        m.n 
Foreign exchange outlays thereof  

 *  44.H 

Caie 2 

(Same maintenance^htiújuesasin the US. 50°o of spares importai) 

Wage rate : 4*>% of US wage rate     lMm lMk" 
M& R wages per annum  
Import content of M&R materials: 5»%  
Cost of imported materials: 140% of US cost '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.....'..[',  r, 4 

Cost of locally pnnhiced materials: 80% of US cost ..'.......,'.[',.',.,,]] [[[[]  p 8 

lutai cost ot materials per annum    
Total Mä R cost per annum .. 
  ."»4.4 

Foreign c change outlays thereof  ,, 

* Note; MMi  means nuiiiti'iume ami repair. 
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Case 3 

(Moro labour-intensive maintenance techniques than in the US, 50",, of spares imported) 

l)Mir~ l)Mir> 
Relation of Mis R wages to materials: 70:30  
Wage rate: 40"0 of US wage rate     
Mis. R. wages per annum  22.4 
Import content of Mis. R materials: 5(1",,     
Cost of imported materials:   14<>"() of US cost    |6.8 
Cost ot locally produced materials: 80",, of US cost  0.6 

I otal cost ot materials per annum  

Total Mfc R cost per annum   

Whereof foreign exchange outlays 

26.4 

48.8 

16.8 

In case I. it is assumed that the developing country 
uses the same maintenance and repair techniques as 
the United States, ami that all maintenance materials 
have to be imported. In case 2. it is assumed that the 
same maintenance techniques are used as in the United 
States but that only 50 per cent of the spare parts ami 
other maintenance equipment is imported. In case 3, 
the same import content of 5o per cent of maintenance 
materials is assumed, but maintenance techniques are 
assumed to be more labour-intensive. 

In all three cases, the w age rate in the developing 
country is only 4» per cent of that in the United States, 
and the equipment used in production is always im- 
ported. This latter assumption means that transport 
cost and import duties have to be added to the price 
of the production equipment as well as to the price 
of the spares. In other words, the value of the fixed 
assets to which the maintenance costs are related is 
higher in the developing country by the amount of 
these additional charges, In the examples they are 
assumed to be 40 per cent of the value of the fixed 
assets. The same additional charge is imposed on the 
import price of spare parts ami other maintenance 
materials. 

\umbtr of maintenance workers and waoe cosi of maintenance 
and repair 

National industrial development plans generally 
contain some estimates on the employment effects of 
industrial projects. Here. too. the United Statesstatistic.il 
survey may he a useful economic guide for developing 
countries. It will be remembered that the share of 
maintenance and repair workers within the total labour 
torce ot the United States manufacturing industry 
averages 4 to 7 per cent, depending on the kind of 
computation used. Planning authorities in developing 
countries should regard these percentages as the 
minimum to be reached, but in most cases they should 
be surpassed. Although developing countries may have 
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little possibility to adapt production techniques to 
their factor endowments, this is not true for maintenance 
techniques. Developing countries can realize their 
comparative advantage by using labour-intensive meth- 
ods and should therefore employ a higher maintenance 
force than industrialized countries. 

As to the percentage of maintenance workers and 
the share of maintenance wages in total payroll in 
individual industry groups, the figures of table 7 and 8 
may be helpful for more detailed manpower planning. 
Mere, the relation between capital intensity and the 
number of maintenance workers required deserves due 
regard. The higher the capital/labour ratio of an in- 
dustry, tlu higher the manpower needed in maintenance. 
Again, the percentages given for the single industry 
groups in the United States might to be considered 
minimum figures, provided more labour-intensive 
maintenance techniques are applicable. 

WAYS AND MEANS ot IMPROVING THE MAINTENANCE AN» 

REPAIR PERFORMANCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

tk'iierally speaking, maintenance and repair can be 
looked upon as a means to activate unutilized production 
capacities. By employing labour that is cheap in 
activities that can be made labour-intensive, developing 
countries will be able to realize their specific com- 
parative advantages of production. Maintenance is a 
way to save capital by applying labour skills. The 
problems of maintenance and n oatr have been analysed 
in this study from the viewpoint of their relevance 
for economic policy. Conclusions and recommendations 
resulting from the analysis have always been made 
in the context of the theoretical discussion. Some 
reflections on the practical implications for policy- 
making are outlined below. 

Matutino activities 

T he planning of industrialization cannot be confined 
to the simple installation of new plant and equipment. 
1 he costs tor maintenance and repair and the manpower 



needed in these a.t.v.t.cs .in- so loiisi.lcrahle. tli.tt tin, 

«I'II.OI he neglected when investments arc kmL. planned 

On tin .ivi-r.ij.i- m .ill manuf.u turna- iiiWnvtru^ 11, tin 
United States, the ,!„„• .,„„„„„ Mvnt ,m(|1|U i()i 

investment is spent .,g.,„, ,„ |lAS ,|,.in llfUvl| u^ |<n 

the maintenante .,,.,1 repair ot tin ,,|.„„ ,m| ,.,,,„,,. 

mint.   In  developing  o-unirics  tin   ..mount   will  |v 

«MIK-Wll.lt    lower    I»'   ..ptllll.ll    IIIUIItCIUtHc    polices     „v 
chosen, but it will Mill K remarkable. 

Investment plans should, therefore, always ,lltfluJl 

estimates on du- future needs tor malmenarne M,{ 

repair and tin fusibilities tor meeting the*- require- 

ments. I he „up,« mv.k deserve speed attention m 

countries that are short of hard ,umm,o. Sonn 

example* of global computations tor total manu- 

factures are given m this study. S.m.lar hit more 

detailed computations should he made »or individual 
industries. 

Where studies of the actual s.tuat.on m a partktilar 

industry or region disclose lack of proper maintenance 

and repair, the public authorities could improve the 

performance by establishing regional repair shop, or 

by encouraging private enterprise to m up smh »hops 

perhaps on a co-operattvc bam. Man, tof tnc mm,w 

oí industrial estates should always mclmle the rstablish- 
ment of a eoniinon repair shop. 

Special steps should be taken to secure the supply 

oí spare parts. The setting up of regional stocks of 

spans will often contribute to the solution of ,}u 

problem. Stocks of spare parts should prefrrahlv be 

linked with a regional repair shop. «Whittles for 

domestic prmluctton of spare parts should be explored 

thoroughly. The production of spares „i.iv he the 

appropriate first step towards domestic machinery 
production. 

In public-sector enterprises, plan targets should not 

be set in a way that allows or even provokes negligence 

m the maintenance of equipment. If the plan targets 

are fixed in terms of quantity of output (instead of 

the value of the salable   products or  profitability of 

the enterprise), and «f this ,s the only criterion used 

to judge  the  performance of the  firms,   sacrifice  of 

other  important   objectives   that   may   conflict   with 

production is encouraged. Preoccupation with maximiz- 

ing output in the short run resulted in some eases in 

total neglect of product quality as well as maintenante 

nul in-plant training programmes. Not only was the 

management interested m achieving high levels of output 

even at the cost of destroying capital, because output Was 

the only criterion by which management was „ulged 

Hut the workers, too.  were similarly motivated   since 

bonuses were related  only to physical output.««' Plan 

tarots   as   w,!f   „   H,u;i    p.,|KX   xhi,u||    ^^   ^ ^ 

'.•ur.Ufemellt to „,.,,1,,, mu.il.iuiWc    O,.  ,|u   „„„,„, 
»••»nfamuiL. tin  ,,,,„,| ,„ , | t ,„„,„„.„ s|„ulM ,,.   , 

''«••«•«red target f..,  wh»(), „„,,„„„ ,u   pt,nilild 

I»   vns>    of   ,|,c   H,ttlin    ..,   ll}lì!l,   m   lllVl.,, 

••Hiiitru-s.    poluv    diould    K     .br.etcd    tow rds   en 
.ouragn.g  .,p„IIW|  „„„,„„,,„     Mtnmis  thM  U(|( K 

carried  ou,  „,  .,  lab.,ui-i,„ciMs,    w.,v.      \< ,„ ,(h    ,n„- 

«*••'"• otnia.nu.,.,,,,.  on tin  s,d.  of f)n   „U»U,C,»H n, 

•«•   •<   bias   against   l.ihoiu-n,ti i,s,w    methods  of   „, „n 
"••im«  e.pttal  |u, „ht„  Kv||    !(1(luriLrii)  ln       w 

poiuv. ' 

fax roll tases discriminate ¡iti¡timt |.,b.»iit-inhiisive 

fcthmqucs ,n product,,,» as well as mamtenanc, lusted 

ot reiving on payroll taxes. ,H,NI, rescues should 

be secured by other tax forms that do „ot pe„,|IA 

the hirinj. ot workers when labour ,s abundant A 

bias against employing more labour mas alvo originate 

tumi ni.mti.um wage regulations that do not take 

the actual situation m a country into considerati.«! 

A   discrimination   in   favour   of   capital-intensive 

methods or prudtktion likewise  results from tax in- 

centives  to  reinvest  profits.   Pa«  of  the   „KO,.,,   or 

corporation tax. e.g. a dtvidends tax, ,, forgiven .f tin 

profits are rcmusted ^ I he luring of additional workers 

however,  does not give nsc to tax   benefits    | he in- 

centive   towards   greater   capital   ,ntei,s,n    is   highest 

it    in  addition   to  the  deduction  ot- investment  costs 

from   income,   even   fro,,,   ,h.   tax   due    the   taxable 

income m later sears can again he low end In normal 

depreciation of the assets bought with the tax credit. 

It is less if later deduction of deprct latum is not allowed 

In this case, the investment incentive consists riot it, » 

tax abatement but onh in a deferral an mte rest-free loan. 

Due was to correct this has towards greater carotai 

intensity would be to discontinue th«   system of UK 

incentives for investment. Hut sime th«   .•bfcctivc of 

the tax  incentive is to promote   industrial expansion 

and  economic   growth,  tins  solution   would   be  in- 

appropriate    A  better way to end the   .hxcTimtiMtioii 

against   labour-using   techniques   wool,!   I«   to   grant 

the reinvestment allowance .,Ko tor the   employment 

of   additional   workers.»    Su. h   incentives   would   be 

partit ularh   suitable   t.*   lurmg   framed   maintenance 

workers    and    thus   for    improving     malmenarne 
performance. 

I'he use of second-hand equipment should b« de. id. d 

i»n grounds of economi, erti, i.-tn \   It may have d.nsive 

;,,U •'•'T-'it-.pp   I.V.    7, IM    4. IHf-l     I    |lHll„„  p   \r 
<r  .k-tai|s  .it   i  i  .ini.il   ...s, Sil I.stii mu •I-      • I! 

"'**> »t ,he L'SSK ...ul .„her ..nualh Vhlw¿d'ZZnZ, 
P'-VHIC-S Minilai examples thai ni.UueJ these ...uiiin.s n. 
'h-lllge then  nriitiiial eiiip|Us,s un (..lis ..I'.mlp.it 

"'An   „mlisting   u'...iiiiii..„tli,..i,    t.,    ,-,.,,„,,,,-    ;,!  „,. 
HlU-nsiM- in. th. ,.|, ,,r pr.Klii.ti,«,  In   ,lrt   ,,i   ,  ,,,   ,|lt, ,,,) |u, 
IH.II mail.   In   Sir issni.tnii   ..(•   . H . t    I N 

Ml 



.uh mtages m i dcvclopnm connu \ l'olii v should 

therefore  not   disi riiuiti.iti' ,/ prwn  against   the  use of 

stiolld-llatlil   equipment     Dirilitllllcs   IH    getting   credits 

fur tlir puri li. IM- ut Miitiiil-h.iiii) equipment and tlu 

imposition of high lAiiM- taxes on IIMJ vehicles arc 

i samples of distiinnii.ition that IHM  bun reported. 

Imp 'ii i' í'.'í/itf/i'ii. 

As long iv cquipiiniit .nul spari parts h.ivi- to he 

imported In .1 dcvtloping connus, import regulations 

remain .1 crucial point ot maintenance policv I I1.1t 

publti authorities underestimate rlu- importance of 

maintenante an.I repair i\ shown In their refusal to 

issue import Indices or tin ir failure to ilo aw,o with 

i uinbersotiu administratis 1 procedures that delay 
imports 

A quick ami unimpaired import of spare parts iv 

essential tor tlu hill utilisation of installed capacity, a 

problem tacmg most developing countries. Refusal to 

urani foreign exchange tor oni- missing spare part 

in.n put a unit out of operation tor a long time, a 

unit whose itistallatioti may have cost a multiple ot 

the prue of the missing spare in foreign exchange 

otttiavs.   I Ins is "saving" 111 the wrong place. 

lite timlelayeil supph of imported spares, further- 

more, prevents their iimieicssarv atul wasteful hoarding 

nul tin tviug-up of eapital. National import quotas 

should IH "balanced": the import regulations must 

avoiil discrimination against either machinery or spares 

*lh import ot seeoihl-h.mil equipment, too, shoulil 

h leciti ite J ptireK 011 the basis of economic con- 

siiJetatKHis. In mam instantes this will mem removal 

of resttu m 1 pi ai tu is 

*»'.*•• àttih : ,ttn>ii i>f m,hhit,<ry ,nul t.ftupimnt 

ht mam ot tin- developing louutnes. the great variety 

0} upes ot installed machinery is confusing and pons 

.ti»»»t.ii 1., problems of its own. Fspeciadv the prouirc- 

ini-iil aiiif sto. lui«; ot spare parts are complicated. As 

fot tin  domestic proiluition ot machines, the adoption 

»t ,) standardisation system at the national, or preferahh 

it lt*v international level, could help to reduce the 

im oiiv imeni is substantially, foreign prototype ma- 

.lmn rv might also he partially redesigned to fit the 

national standardisation s\stein. I he supply of spans 

tot   old. r.   non-standardised   equipment   must   remain 

« 1 lid J, neviitheless, to prevent capital troni heim; 

pu Inatlltcls  inactivated 111 ,1 1ap1t.1l-sc.ini ecoliomv. 

Rigardiiip the iqutpniclit that lias to In ourchased 

ti.-m abroad tin simpl. si w av to get lai gels st ,t dardl/ed 

pioduiis u !.. puh hive onb troni ,1 siindi tore¡:>ii 

•oniitry, ft! eviti (ioni 1 hunt, d tuimhei ••[ tnni- 

I his i--, mid .11,111, 1 imnimum >f diri, ¡cut tv pi's ot 

'"«Itiihii     b,ii   1.-It.un,   on    1   Nin-'le   x.ippiui   iiuintrv 
1  '^*n '"" "l>-   »um ni.o  .i.it,   undi-siMbli   M-, ondny 

t'fohi, m,   in.« pohni al oí 11 oiiomii   dependen«v    yshlih 

is unacceptable tor the country. Higher prices of the 

products possibly offset the advantages of standardised 

machinery. While these extreme limitations should be 

avoided. .1 certain concentration on .1 group of supplier 

countries whose standards are compatible with each 

other vv ill bring advantages. 

Iuliiihiil ¡nloinitirioti 

lack of information creates maiiv difficulties m 

maintenance and repair. Die indigenous staff quite 

frequently lacks proper information on the maintenance 

and repair ot complicated foreign machinery. Directions 

for the handling ot these machines may he incomplete 

or 11.1v pose "language" problems. Apart from this, 

management as well as workers are often not aware 

of the importance of maintenance, since the adverse 

effects of inadequate maintenance cannot be seen 

immediately. Fragmentan information on buying and 

selling posstbihtK-s often makes it difficult for firms 

to obtain spare parts, and sometimes induces firms not 

to choose optimal production techniques. 

tunernmeuts i\m encourage firms to co-operate at 

the branch level to furnish better information on 

maintenance problems specific to that branch. Where 

this is not feasible, a (¡overnment cm set up an or- 

ganization tor the purpose of collecting and forwarding 

technical information. The organisation may be a 

technical supervisory agency, as outlined below. 

dovei -timen ts should request the assistance of interna- 

tional organisations to furnish more detailed information 

on maintenance requirements and to rationalise actual 

performance. Information 011 second-hand equipment 

coniti also be disseminated internationally. 

Oi'iifiti/i .'/ tfdniitiil sHfiwifory invili 10 

i««/ fumitory ihcik-Hfif 

technical information by itself is not sufficient to 

improve the attuai peiforniancc of maintenance. In 

main industrialised countries, maintenance of ma- 

chinery and vehicles is enforced bv statutory periodical 

check-tips that are aimed primarily at promoting 

occupational safety. Illese check-ups niav. however, 

also IK- considered a means of enfoning maintenance 

standards. In industrialized countries, special supervisory 

agencies are sometimes entrusted with these check-ups. 

e.g. the Technischer Übcrwachungsverein (TÜV) m 

de Federal Republic ot (ìermativ. 

Developing tountries might follow these examples 

anil MI up similar agencies. Their formal legal status 

111 iv be that ot a private institution lommissioned bv 

the (•overnment with the publie function of supervision 

md endowed with suiutorv power of enforcement. 

""• n 'l'> 's \. or tin \ may be .1 publu institution 

du.itlv responsible to .1 ( ¡overnnieiu I he establish- 

ment <•} mich an agency should 111 both uses be coti- 
sidi'ti-d a pnbht  task. 
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< lKvk.li,;  safety devices „ni  ,he safe „(vrat.o,,  „t 
"pupiiicnt should b, the main tum t,o„s of a supervisors 
agency,    llm   would   already   cover  a   wide   held   „V 
activity  and   w.»uld  include  control  „f most  l)f   t|k. 

important  maintenance  operai,,,,,,.   Beyond   this    the 
periodical check-ups cn„ld he g.vcn a broader «on, 
Additional tcchmcal eounsclhng on appropriate „Jn- 
t,,,y"Cl' aml   rt'J'-,ir '""l'i   H,-   provided  o„   ,|HX.  lK._ 
««.M.,   especially  tor   small-scale   and   medun„-s„cd 
hrn». Another task could he to draw up ma.ntenance 
•»•»"•als and standards designed especially for develop 
mg countries,  e.g. to give guideline* for the „sc of 
ant.-corros,,,,, mater.al under special climatic conditions. 

I ramino ,»/ maintenance personnel 

I» the industrialized countries, a cadre of maintenance 
workers has developed %tcp by step wiuWand indt.ced 

ducti „    n'    ,    lW,0P'•" <* «^ goods pro. 
iuct.on.   Developing  countries,   on  the  other  hand, 
k p most of the. stages. They import modern *,,«> 

when their own capital  goods production,  ¡f 
* «w» at all „ »II in its mfi        anj    £.. 

formaoon of maintenance labour has noT yet X„ 

££ r Í C-vem,„ents should take deliberate 

SSnïr"*       tra,,,i.ng *"»»««« personnel vuthin their manpower planning programmes. 

Training for maintenance has a double aspect. One 
» the training of technical sk.lls. the other rhTcrcation 
of a maintenance habit. Experts agree that lack of 
appreciation of good maintenance" and inadequate 
orgamzation have more detrimental effects than de- 
cencies .„ skills. It „ conseuuently of vital importance 

shot, rn T T     " ,mh,Str>- Educati•' Programmes 
should   mclude   executives   as   well   as  foremen   and 

supervisors. They should cover subjects such as staffi",7 

3T? "Hth0d¿ a,,d «K»*»«*«»»! and elencai 
work pertinent to efficient maintenance 

„J".tk; PriSent StatC of "«»»enance and repair in 
os, developmg countries calls for urgent action, 

methods ot accelerated training that have provee! 
•ucee»ful in mdustnafecd comunes can IH- Zm- 

mended   for  developing  countries,   too.   Accelerated 

oT,n"ní ^.^ " "a form of systen^ 
coneentrated trammg ot a hm.ted character, in order 
to transfer spec.fu: knowledge in a short period'*, 

The dcjenprion of the experience of the Netherlands 
•» this held may be« of interest. 

^•l svsre,m are (ollovved. the ,n.un t;,tlir, ls to 

whiel   „III''1      , l-VM'mi   ,,r K'01«'  "f «^rations 
I     •^Nv.uaht.ed as, skill. The people aro tramed 
f' |

d,rim"t  "^ '" <>H ¿ill i„ a very systematic 
•»»*•   clear   way.   theoretualK   as   well 

»Clorelund.   ,),,   u,,rki.rv    H>    u.vii<|   m    ( 

"'   V!:dlT   '"   •'^'•'•"l>   MKl,   ,IH>.,S   ,s   uorUs/viieiu 
-r Mili   skill. ,i il.ll.U I. • 

iiielligence.   talenis   tor   the 
'livsu.il i|u.il,tie, and s,, m, 

'•I», he Netherlands. mu,,,,, lesulls u,,|, ,|,,s .u.elciatcd 
III tile post-w.ir l.ipie! 

"al-\\oikels 

lepan pei- 

M'.itors tor 

• 'id middle 

as   practically. 

tT-"»"V    I'-'W     been    .„l^wd    „,    ,„e 
»•dusirial,/,,,,,,,   penod.   All   knnis   ot   „ 
«•ere  tra.ned.   including   niaiiitciiamc   W,i 
-nnel; .,„]  ,|M1 spimu.rs   iv|  xu|urs   _ 

»uvhaiuA-d   e.n,cultural equipment,  loue, 
»••'"•iKeinein    and administrative personne 

Avalanche  effects  are   obtained   bv  tran,,,,,   !u,t   , 
group  of  instructors  ,„   accelerated ' tramim/onrscs 
I hese   instructors  eau   then   be  assigned   to   region ,1 

repair shops or techn.c.,1 st.pervisorv agetuiis to o¿,,ae 
accelerated training in maintenance and rep.nr for the 
i-irms settled in thc region. ' 

To prevent government-sponsored training centres 
rom becoming overcrowded, setting „p „f ni.im. 

tournee training shops i„ big firms could be encouraged 
e.g. by offering tax exemptions. The training ¡„ r,¿lui 

repair shops or by technical superv.sory agencesVould 
be concentrated on rhe needs of small-scale and med,,,,,,- 
sized tirnjs. 

In industriali^,! countries, advanced specialized train- 
«¡IP « sometimes offered by so-called mobile repair 
shops or maintenance trucks. The German railways 

tor example, employ mobile training shorn for practical' 
trammg ,„ welding. Training j„ these shops is particularly 
economical. Since the shops can he moved from town 

to town, the same equipment and the same instructors 
can be used tor training a large number of people. 

I he use of .„„bile training shops seems to be particularly 
suitable tor developing countries. 

,' Homi, op eit.. p. 70. 

Appendix 

A   (iMWlCAl  MUäKNTATIHN  Of  OPTIMAL  MAINIINANt , 

AN» HfiPAI» A(TIVITIF.S Ol A COl'MKV 

Thf ißtcts of tiiflmiHTs „, tin- murrst rate 

The formal relationship between (present) d.irahhtv 
outlays  and  (discounted  future)   maintenance  outlays 
is shown in figure  la and   lb.'   In  both graphs th, 
4.i-dcgree  lines    ,„  f,gUri.  |,,   m,irked   I.  2.   \  4,   ^ 

(thousands)    are eonstant-outluv curves.   I hey mdie'.ite 
combinations   „f  di,rab,ht\    outlays   and   discounted 
maintenance outlays that together make up   I.  2. etc 
thousand dollars, for every point o„ the same eoii4t.„„ 
outlay curve the sum ot the co-ord.nates .s the sanie, 
namely, the value givtn by the intersections with tin- 
axes. 

""Hlit/. //'/.". p. 570. 
,(l HIMIII. op m., p. (,<)   7i, 1 ligure I., ,s ., sili;!,,  1,1K,,,.,,, ,,| , ,,,,,.,1, ,lM,| h.   |{|ll/ 

u.U. p   \2? 
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liguri   I-   Id) I.iiw-wtïht ti<iMtry; (hi ìlijili-mtfrvM lOiwtry 

23 y»or* 

1 2 3 

Discounted mointinonce outlays  j$ 1,000) 

23 year» 

\     \^    \^"**^«» 17 yeors 
^V Xs*»   '12 years * 
/V ? y"'4i \ V  

DiSfOuntpd   maintenance   e jMay ^   ¡5  1,000' 

The iMH|ii.i!tts marked S vors. 12 \o>s etc. show 
which combinations ol ilur.ibility outlavs and dis- 
counted maintenance outl,i\s aro tcchnic.illv possili'e 
tor obtaining a îoiij»fvitv ot 3 vors, 12 vors etc. 

I lus st.irt troni tin- diiiubilitv-oiitlav a\iv to indicate 
that, m tili- extreme rasi-, ,t certain desired longevity 
on   Iv   obtained   In   spending   on   durability   alone 

without adding any maintenant'«.'. Since it is not possible 
to obtain a desired longevity with outlays on main- 
tenante only ami no outlay on durability it ill. the 
isouuants do not intersect with the maintenance- 
outlay axis. The downward convex shape ot the isocjuants 
demonstrates that the rate of substitution decreases 
with rising share ot either component of the cost 
combinat i«>n. 

Î "he «iptimal combination ot (present) durability outlavs 
and (discounted future) maintenance outlays that 
minimizes the total cost . *" a chosen longevity is given 
by the tangential point ot the isoquant ot that longevity 
and a constant-outlay curve. For example: for a 
longevity of 21 years the point o in figure la indicates 
the «iptimal combination of maintenance and durability 
costs that together amount to $4,0(10. Every other 
combination «>f maintenance and durability outlays 
procuring a longevity of 21 years that is: every other 
point on the 21-years isoquant—will result in a higher 
total cost than $4,000. 

The assumptions underlying figures I a and 1 b diflèr 
in only one point, other things being equal: figure ta 
represents a country where the interest rate is low, 
figure 1 b, a country where the interest rate is higher. 
The purely technical relations remain unchanged, and 
it is also assumed that the future price of a "maintenance 
unit" is the same in both countries. The same technical 
combination of durability and maintenance contains, 
in the high-interest country, a lower present value of 
future maintenance outlays. That is. the present sum 
of money necessary for maintenance outlays in the future 
is lower because the inte t rate is high. Therefore, the 
¡«»quants in figure 1 b—a\ min pared n ifh those in figure 
I a — are shifted to the left ¡,i all points but one : the inter- 
section with the durability-outlay axis. {The curves 
swing around the intersection points.) In the high- 
interest country, the same longevity off», 12 etc. vears 
can be reached at a lower present cost, except for the 
extreme case in which the longevity is obtained by 
durability outlays alone. 

The shifted isoquant« in figure I b do not touch 
the same constant-outlay curves as in figure I a. Other 
optimal combinations of durability and maintenance 
costs for every chosen longevity are shown by the 
tangential points of the shifted isoquants and lower 
constant-outlay curves (dotted lines). In the high- 
interest country, the minimal cost combinations I'. 
m' etc. tor the same longevities are not onlv at a lower 
level ot total (present) costs than m the low-interest 
country (price effect), but reflect also different com- 
binations of the two cost ingredients. When the interest 
rate is higher, more will be spent on maintenance and 
less on durability (substitution effect). A comparison 
of the lo-ordniates ot the points o and o' shows this 
vcrv clearlv. 
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H the interest Ute is higlnr.  tin   sanie longes it\  ot 

equipment   (.»Il  Iv  obtained  .H   ,t   lower   total tm|   lh.ni 

in the low-interest lountn kenne <<t the shift fruiti 

higher spending un durabiliu tu hiebet spending on 

maintenante. II, however, the vinie lot.il mitl.iv .^ 

before is mude, i higher lungi vn\ «HI k reached 

Ilit- corresponding iMHui.mt fur the nnnt.mt-oiitl.u 

curve S is drawn in figure Ih i dt »rt cd iMHjii.mi). I In 

optimal combination m this UM- .tl«. tont.mi* mure 

maintenance outlaws and less durability outlaws ht pomt 

p" in figure I b .mti punit p in figi.,e I a) 

I he combined effet t ut différentes in tin interest 

rates on leve! «nul strutture of longe* m tati he de- 

monstrated as follow*. In a higfVmtrre*t eottntrs. a 

reduction of the present value «»f future "laving*." 

will tend to shorten the chinen hmfevitv »»f the capital 

goods (in order to reduce the* cmt .»f longevity). Tbts 

can be demonstrated graphically bv the shift fro»« 

one iMHjuant, e.g. "'2.Î years", to mother itnqnant. 
e.g. "21 years", in %ure 14. 

It is not tmU the present value tit future savings 

that is reduced it 4 hi}iJMitter«t country, it the van« 

titne the effect ot the higher mterent rate on the 

combination of durability and nuammmu notbys «| 

come into play. Future maintenant eco«** « ill have 1 J< mm 

prêtent value and. by »ubitttotiftg maintenante for 

durability outlay*, the- 'longevity mm" writ be eking«! 

to include a greater share e*t matmeiutiie outlays I In 

substitution will lower total cost tor the same lomgevitv 

Tbe isospiantv themselves arc vhtrWd towards the le« 

(%ttfc lb). for j urtjl outlay of. tor examptt. S4.««i. 

a longevity of 22 years imtead of 21 \ears (as in tin low- 

intere« country, figure la) may no» bvpurvtWd. Irte 

optimum ptwnt on th« drifted tvoquatrt is Mtuatrd more 

towards the maintenant e-outliv a*». 

The combinatum of a htfr^ interim rut ».,1 a b* 

wape rat* caute* .» sub«MM% t*rg*T dut« of th» 

iicKjuattt* to the Irrt {turning «Mie; «itwrtt.«« 

points with the durahdity-oatby «m| than ts Un«wn 

in figure lb The duffed iMX|tiant» an tangent to 

lower ritnttjitt-ouflav turves The %amu kiitgevits can 

be obtained it a consideraMv lower (th*minted) tost, 

or by spending fin same ¿mount m m a high-wage, 

low-interest country, the hm-mage, high-interest 

country t.m <ètain .1 lusher longevitv. A reduttio« 

m total tost of lotigevitv. uidiKcd b\ the high urn test 

rate, ¡s possible without rcdik mg longivit\ .»id mav 
even extend it. 

/'it < fjii fv <>/ i/i/íih KO« m ¡In ftrut ,»/ t,tpit,tl <>iW* 

1 he effects of difiéreme* 111 the price «4 tapn.il goods 

mas   be  tlemoustraled  graphic illv,   t.m.   An tvotiuam 

,'1' ' tî'^eil . ..(»it.il h itli'i VMS ml.fmi. in, ,,¡ 

lu.'her s .lue tut diii,tbi|it\ utttl.nsin ih, ì!l;-h mi • ¡ 

lu\v-w,i¿, wMintts that iniporiMíN , ipu il.'^s,K r|< ,i> lt. 

tlk-utlhttuuiitrs A hiebet priti ol dui.thtlitv !,.iM!u, 

with a luehei ptiteof'"ui.mMeii.m., 1 apiid' u ,11-Juf» 
tin optimum still muri tow »ids i ete.u. 1 du«, ut 

l.ibour-iiiteiiMw maititeiiaiHe iti tutd I.-neevin  u-nl,^ 

' '*.''"'   '    •    '   •''  ' '•'• >». 1.1'     .   c    t,,,»    -,  ;.,    ,,    .. 

'**  ¿ ' ^.*#* * 

lì       »'#»!< 

D.s.foyñ*«rá  rnaiNlf«*!^ '•u,i •% },§m 
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J wf f(')MÍ)if«*rf ittt^éít ¡*f tiiffrti met in itfttft ft ttâi I .I--'» 1 

The ttitubitud dßkxt* <»( «nCtmuo ut mtvmt rite* 
wagft a»ni (ir«« «if upiul ipKnK cm bt fwvimtctl 
gnfktealty,   imtift   tk   »cx|«^t   mrtmul   4«»   Mor» 

It» topare .?<» *n,i ¿It). A «-«.imrun««» »*• tlt.-«t- mw 
trifh* w ith %tm * 1.1 ¿mi I h prove* tin ni.iitnm¡il 
inrtiniHi .»I «¿ftr» 4«ti prtre tii#<nntial*. \i-r\ il»'4rlv. 
tin MKM|ttMtti 1« toptur* 2b mtrrwt with tm Aw-iMttv- 
¡utfbv «t* « tapher \jJwt* «ui 4h «(nitri) m» li im»ft 
w tt»* irtf 
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